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I) A~GA rs A DANCE wlzlcll ORIGINATED IN CUBA and
Spread  to  New  York  via  Miami  where  it  didn't  stop
long  enough  for   a   cup   of   coffee.   It  rushed  right
tlITough,  leaving  in  its  wake  only  two   enthusiasts:
Bernie  Sager,  a  dance  teacher  Of  some  thirty  years'
standing, and Sidney Trott, owner of the Arcade Rec-
ord  Shop  in  Miami  Beach.  While  Bernie  worked  in
vain to interest Miami dance teachers, Sidney hopped
a  plane  to   New  York  and   attempted   to  convince
various   dance-studio   owners   to   feature   Pachanga.
Among  those who  thought the  dance had merit  was
Pepe Llorens, a Manhattan dance teacher and a native
Cuban who, by invitation from  the  Dance Educators
of  America,  taught  them  the  dance  on  October  16,
1960, in New York.

Meanwhile, a new sound was being born in Atlantic
Beach and Lido Beach on Long Island. A young man
began to play his flute and the music of charanga was
thus  introduced  to  a  hungry  dance  public-a  public
who had long ,awaited  this  shot  in  the  arm  to  Latin
music and dancing.  Charanga is  old hat to  a  Cuban.
It is  a  sound  emanating from  an  orchestra  consisting
Of flute,  violins,  piano,  guiro  and  various  percussion
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oinns#frnet£¥:rprsacs:Lec£:£::g.aTbhaen€:±:gsa8E:a=es:
Charlie Palmieri and Belisario Lopez, had been heard
at the Palladium Ballroom and other Latin Ballrooms
in uptown Manhattan. But it took Tohuny Pacheco and

:.:i£:ehofffa#:pin-#a:|tr%:¥anhi::fl£¥pi:g:.:,.%td3eEalnf
dr£:efriggc¥og#::#:::iaor¥he¥iaw|aey;der,Enrilio

Reyes, the word "pachanga" is a Caribbean slang term

Feea¥i:g£:;:=tyortoafefldbosm¥i:£gmpe¥n.guTevIEu.s::
the strong dmm roll so predominant in that music. Al-
though pachanga is readily accepted by everyone as a
dance,  charanga  seems  to  be  in  a  state  of  confusion.

I.he^re:15e?pri+ ?greeme.rxt thai ii i;-:ii;V#usuo°=5or  a  type  of  orchestra,  but  a  marked  difference  of
opinion  exists  as  to  whether  there  is  also  a  dance
named  charanga.  It is  said  that  the name  should  be

:Pap;:nedg:t±:ott°ththeedmanu£Cfgedlf.th6th¥ses°afy°ic:tess:
stamping,   sliding,   shuffling   movements,   similar   to
trucking in many respects,  and  their many variations
come under the heeding of charanga steps. Therefore,
they  say,  pachanga  and  charanga  are  two  separate
dances.

Everyone  speaks  with  great  authority  on  his  in-
terpretation of pachanga and charanga, but the dances
are  stiu  in  an  early  stage  of  development.  Although
basic steps and patterns have already been formed and
accepted, the issue of the two names is sun confused.
Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity and clarity in
the presentation  of  the  dance instructions  which  ap-
pear in chapters  VIII,  IX and X  Of this book,  I have
taken  an  unequivocal  stand  on  these  two  ternrs  and

8
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#u8r:nntgatfundanental Patters  in both pachanga  and
The f act that iinericans have heretofore considered

•11 Cuban rhythms as fitting under the generic appella-

iud dancers-considerable distress. The undue stress on
`r/.z mambo rhythms hasn't helped the situation either.
ioiv-ever, this `era `is over in tha United States and the

Litroducdon  of the  charanga  orchestra  and  the  char-
anga sound will serve to introduce the vast and varied
Cuban rhythmic field which includes  danzon,  bolero,

Er.engot%E:jirwachs-oE-.m=nfu=#iELaracc±a,cEaadandid
rumba.

The pachanga is developing new interest in Latin-
American dancing-teem-agers have joined the fold and
are as  excited about the dance as their elders.  'rhere
are  pachanga  exhibitions  and  dance  contests  being
held au over the world: in France, Germany, Sweden,
Italy,  China,  Japan,  the  United  States  and  in  Cuba
where it au began. Recordings are selling like hotcakes
and more and more record manufacturers are jumping
on   the   pachanga-charanga   bandwagon.   Orchestra
leaders,  who  have  been  content  with  mambo  and
cha-cha rhythms, are being shaken out Of their lethargy
by the numerous requests for pachanga.  Some bands,
like Mflton  Saunders'  at  the  Roosevelt  Grfll  in  New
York City, are reorganizing their orchestras to include
the proper instrumentation  necessary  to  produce  the
charanga sound. Tito Rodriguez, leader of a top Cuban
orchestra in New York, has already made the change
for recording purposes.

The  questions  I  am most often  asked  about pach-
anga are: `What is itr' cawhat's the difference between
pachanga  and  charanga?"  "How  do  you  dance  itpr
Where is it goingp'' "Is it here to stayp'' You will find
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PACHANGA
the answers to these and many more questions in tlds
book.

in:s]Pca£Vr:mal::sgec;:idogm:n?efe€:bg::°]¥£ftr:bd:££:
in the United States.  For those who have often won-
dered  what  the  big  ballrooms  are  hke  in  New  York
City, I invite you to accompany me there on a verbal
visit.

]oEN  A.  LUCXHRE

I

-PTEn I
14et's Go- I.anclng

LI. ALWA¥s REREMBm MEMonlAI. DAY EVE,  1961  be-
bn`ise, while my love of dancing has, from time to time,
pl{iced me in  some very  unusual  situations  and  envi-
rt>nments,  I  had  never  before  experienced  anything

F'    Ire  thisl~`ri6-r-;-iran two thousand whthing, frenzied Truman

beans". had  descended  upon  the  popular  New  York
City ballroom where I had planned to meet my date.

#ar9tgiervl¥thupieen°:nFtr°aubs]:d±m#:nusceToeurptss££dc:°:ehE:

iEh::sE:e:sp:Tgoe#i£:I:e:i:eeoasF::d:fr:pfo:;dla:#gosb!t£
a::CrELwedsrairds,thoeu:]athme°:£:::£Sdt::r¥°du8aE¥:e:alis6

i:pr:oe:3d,in-agg|¥iw|o::nhe:1ezeuf:a:y¥i=!::al=:som¥|:
speculative-minded patrons  turn  over  a 300 per  cent
profit  on  the  $1.00  adndssious  they  had  foucht  to
Purriheasbeinroom itself,  I  decided,  couldn't be  worse,

and I valiantly determined to ficht my way back in-
11
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;±fre;d¥]:thp°::iie#yytht°o¥rflgo#hc:Fwe::n¥aagsedbgg
simultaneous advance upon and retreat from the dance

&9s°:j:rHu:y¥e#neethne¥trgeetraegtrftcoL_,]scon
Cowering behind a policeman, Bormie looked for all

the world like a docile ant who had stumbled unwit-
tingly into a bee hive  and was afraid to  attempt  an
escape lest she be stung. I beat my way through to her
and we advanoed together in the general direction Of
the entrance.

By now the police were an over the place in an all-
out effort to bring some kind Of order  to  the uncon-
trollable  crowd.  A  worn,  weary,  bedraggled  repre-
sentative  of  New  York's  finest  who  had  obviously
earned  several  citations  for  hilnself in  the  course  Of
this hicht's assignment stopped us at the door."Sorry," he said, "we just got orders not to let any-
°thn:t e:Soebinthin|::gut¥jngs get Settled down inside  and

I  pointed  out that we had  purchased  tickets  that
entitled us  to  admission,  though why I  should have
wanted to return to that reehig madhouse escapes me
now,

I looked at Bonnie, she looked at me, then both Of
us took another look at the clamoring crowd that sur-
rounded us. I passed our tiekets to a couple Of wide-
eyed kids at the edge Of the sidewalk. Tlere," I  sug-
gested, "put a rme fy7i in your Ire," and took Bonrie's
arm and steered her in the direction Of an unbesieged
movie  theatre.

Ha]£ a block down the street we tuned to take one
last look at the ballroom-bedlam. Hich up on the fire
escape we  could identify  dancing figures  scrambling
up the side of the building. The screech of sirens and
the wheep-wheep  of police whistles  lnixed with the

12
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ltle of determined voices  and the pulsating music
I `inderscored the entire scene.

metropditan bauroom  had  ever  been like  this
.JutJJ.O,\,L\,+-`---  ___ _

1     -.                 _   __1__    1`^J    _,+t,a+

||)`:e:'`ifi:rcvh-a`Tb; T-ida  and the manbo had never1   __1    ___1_J^JI.LLtJ    ,JL|(I    \,+*,~    ---_    ____

this kind Of reaction.  Pachanga had  explod:q
o an A-bomb and on Memorial Day Eve one could
lst;I+   I+|LD   JR+LL`+   `,-._____     _

:,geofEeewmE:¥°8Ej¥aef:°iYdhadris¥Eefr:mdirtehc:
t.
In  case you've ever wondered  what  some  Of  New.          ___1__   l^11.^^,no   ara  lilf2   imder   more

York's  most  popular  ballrooms  are  like  under  more
I,A   \jao\`   ,\,`+  ,-_'  __

g`;Sspt£:£a°:::s¥-Sthas.let'Stckealcokattwoofthe
The  Palladium  Bamcom  at  Fifty-third  Street  and

§r€i;:gi#js:;;ip¥¥i#_¥°;h¥§:is¥¥jvtyidgi:;i±Si
of life. Famous movie stars, visithg firemen from Newin            I_ __-_        ^^-~a+®r;ac!lilt;.  JL' cull.`/I+u  .+.`, ,__   ____      ,

:I::¥;esiuasuin:Seettyo:°na'e°coffifemo:°y£'oaedc_I_:o:I:r.£E:3
FiFL:Sjiis=adL:Lecefl'co¥uana~ali'ri;J=-ineduanywonder-
f ul time.

::_-:i::-:-:::_:::-::-::::::::_::::i:I::i::::::-:-;:::::::::_::::::i::::::::;:::-:i:::I::_:::_:;::=::---_-:-:::;

%vl;:;:g;vli::blegtL;::a=::=b:o=:aeF!£FgTug?o#deeai!-
nesday "show nichts," al the little tables that hoe the

13
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railing along the left side of the ballroom get snapped
up very early in anticipation of the big pachanga speo
tacAiathrethLee£¥£a==n¥anfretsoendeatberivoeon=¥.bar
and to the right, the checkroom. This handy arrange-
ment makes it possible for the visitor to get rid of his
wraps and his inhibitions  almost instantly  on  arrival.

Look up at the ceihing directly over the dance floor.
Youth notice  the  exceptionally  large  chandelier  with
long,  thin metal  arms  spraying  out  in  a  sunburst  Of
light.  See how the fixture moves  in rhythm with the
dancersp It sways and sparkles in time with the music
and adds an accompaninent of glittering licht to the
fusion Of sound and movement that makes the entire
balhoom seen to dance along with the band.

The orchestra located at the comer of the ballroom
farthest from the entrance fills every nook and cranny
with pulsating rhythm. You catch the beat and feel a
tingle Of antidpation. This music makes you want to
dance.

It's al}out fifty feet to the dance floor and youu have
to cross about a hundred human feet to reach it. Ahhh,
we made it. Now, let's relax and enjoy the music and
the excitement Of the Crowd. Some Of the best dancers
in New York are at the Palladium tonight.  Ouchl  I'd
better add that a few of the worst are also in attend-
ance.  But,  never  mind.  Theym  be  a  good  deal  in-
proved before  they  leave  tonight.  For  not  only  will
they have an opportunity to dance to one Of the best
bands in town, but when the show starts they can pick
up a few pointers from the performers.

Here comes "ller Joe" Piro,  the Master of Cere-
monies to start the floor show. Joe invites the patrons
to take seats in a semidrcle on the dance floor and
starts   things   6ff  with   a  few  well-chosen  remarks."Killer Joe" Piro has presided at the Palladium for over

14
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years.  At  one  time  Joe  was  a  championship
his specialty:  the Lindy Hop.

teams  of  dancers  who  enter to
exciting music of a fast mambo. Each team moves_,1

on the floor and goes through a

|tm  introduces  two

iiii  appointed spot
I-I-;ite-rr6f-fast, intricate mambo maneuvers. Each uses
tli(rerent  styhig.  The  couples  perfom  in  regular•-.,          1               _

;a--a=c;-`posTtion,  in  ch-allen8e  position  (yher:-  __-   I_-___ _   ,

a§:d:?e¥¥:S.:¥e:a:p::¥£oo:rpgewfr¥:£m:.jj_e¥di.%th£:}ofg::
presented in an im-I  number,  the  entire dance is

pr:#:esdt=a:£hEsmo¥nei.gnunberisDottieAdams,a

honveerrosui`grpe¥c¥s£;oeneat.Egutip=isgrtifhsoucsE¥e¥th=sg

i:#¥#¥:iEai:sg;,:gffbfe;ki=Tit::i;:inam:=?c;-
mga has become the favorite dance, Tulio is king-pin

#Eee¥:dfesj%¥is8h±sshc°,WinH::epxrcee.¥:ni::nee¥tifi:

B#¥fthg¥is:i!:;jig:::ifjyeg#f_iu:.:Ei
::ug;::e±o.:sE:ir:±g£,:it:h.fi:xfitg:n:oththa:
|C.
ow comes an exciting number in which Earl and_1_Now comes  an

g#¥n[d];ntcoe3:it:c:h:octhethne:I:rg°:.dTjy?:s:e|PL€:t±:±'±

`,`---         C,   __ _

to the center Of the floor as a single

gifiimo;*ousiivu::i:Jfo:idi;£:u:i:ted,;a:;-£aardemo;Va:
On;S=;gdhifup#othnea=¥o¥:£oa£Cihaapsper:dftdy
%,15
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the same individualized manner. Jimmy, however, has
an  especially  dynamic  style,  more  eccentric  and  ex-
aggerated than Bill's.

Now, we'll relax and watch the smooth and polished
performance of Ernest Ensley and Annie as they move
effortlessly   through   a   delightful   rendition   Of   the
pach°anga.

Here  come  three  acts  presented  by highly  trained
professional  dancers.  Their  ballet  and  modem  dance

:%:feor::n:i:x:?]#|::S;d:gs:loci:EfgR:Ssifedhk=e]¥
in which  Teny  slithers  slowly  around  |ohnny's  body
from  his  shoulders  to  the  floor  with  the  slow,  con-
trolled movement of a serpent.  Then Michael Terrace
and  Elita  captivate  us  with  their  intricate  routines.
Michael shows his ballet training in his leaps and spins
and his spectacular double turns  executed in mid-air.
Now soloist Milly Doney takes the floor. In my opinion
Milly is the finest female dancer in the show and one
of the best Latin dance stylists of all. Milly does an ex-
hibition pachanga  with  "Kiner Joe"  which  leads  into
the finale with the` entire cast on the dance floor. Here
comes  a  group  of  young  pcichang"eros  waving  their
handkerchiefs over their heads. The band picks up its
tempo.  The dancers whirl faster and the whole  show
comes to an end in a burst of frenzied movement and
music. Wowl Wasn't that exciting? I hope you're  glad
you came. Iu bet you can't wait to get home to enron
for  a  course  of  pachanga  lessons.  Hold  on.  1'11  give
you a few myself before very long.

Let's look around the crowd, now, and see if we can
spot  any  celebrities.  Some  of  the  brightest  names  in
show business  have  attended  these  famous  pachanga
and  mambo  jamborees  at  the  Palladium,  including
Anna  Magnani,  Constance  Moore,  Angela  Lansbury,
Eartha Kit\t, Ray Bolger, Marlon Brando, Lena Home,
Harry   Belafonte,   Denise   Darcel,   Linda   Christian,

16
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gFce¥sE:r¥;,a,hr;,sgeine:aL;tis:dianundd¥::hrgnB:o::
than one occasion.

The Palladiuni  Bauroom  first  opened  in  1947  and

futheor:cchanthbe:3e%:tyal:£o¥:Eo:sde.¥=ckg:=u£:d=
g:ggp¥n£¥ue=]gyhdo:yssLE:e:ae]%diL=:s.k8pnto¥:¥cn£

t:   night in- 1949 Mariveu Hyman happened to be walking
down  Broadway  and  was  intrigued  by  the  music

:ms:cace¥sgfufroLfrodrmesTem¥i:=raet°#Sah;::;hHanTgf`   Latin music,  talked his  friends  into  visiting  the ball-

room with him.  The Palladium  awed  and  fascinated
him.  What, he thought,  he couldn't  do  with itl  Two
weeks later Maxwell Hyman  closed the deal for pur-&         `nrt;t=J`.D   I.aluL    I.TILt+,L,,`,i+   .+ ,... _.   _.____    ___    _   __

S{{    chase  Of  the  ballroom  and  the  Pauadiun  was  of  its_                  1.   .          ,                  1____J!_____    ___A_    L^'',^-A
way. Hyman tuned his  clever business  sense  toward
his new enthusiasms and soon buflt up attendance for

gste::£*[;rfeewcopa¥ed°:rna,#:oE#u.:nh£Stiobne£:
Maxweu  Hyman  probably  doesn't  want  any  other?   i;:;_p£_c:=:b#::-a oo¥eir #g:twFsopnirehdotby=::

'J A block away from the Paladium is the celebratedT'' --_C,_'

:i::]kanfoDun¥€efofr¥.::rhrfupsfty:ufi#;tostopinfor

#g%ofj]£eb%£y;o£;d¥o:t#o=3::£tgs:;r;i::r3Eo:ev£•1                   1      ,                ___±___   A___
the right, you pass through impressive floor-
._   I       _.___  _

glass  doors,  hand  your  tickets  to  a  ticket--        .t              ,  _-,_  I    ±_

tcker, and conthue ilito the ballroom. To the right is
--v_____a    C,__-__      _

.             1            1            _      L1_ _+1*-\,+,  `-._   --__-      _   _
.     .  wide  stairway leading  to  a lower  level  where  the

coatroom  facilities  and  rest  rooms  are  located.  This_111

i';u £Vfig-;i-o-u-fi t-a--be converted into a second ban-
17
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room if necessary. Large and comfortable couches, ar-
ranged  before  a  television  set,  offer  the  patron  the
opportunity to escape, if he chooses, from the activities
above.  Returning to  the first floor,  you move into  the
ballroom proper,  an immense  and beautifuuy  decora-
ted room, in the center of which lies one of the largest
and most expensive dance floors in the world.

On the opposite side of the floor, the orchestra plays
from an elevated bandshell which could easily accom-
modate  a -symphony  orchestra.  Roseland  always  has
continuous music. They offer two complete orchestras,
one Latin, one American,  which alternate  so that the
music never stops. The bandshell is so constructed that
it can contain both orchestras at the same time, one on
each side of the bandstand. The turn of events in the
music world in the last decade makes it difficult for the
larger, well-known bands to find work. The tendency in
night  clubs  is  towards  small,  intimate rooms,  suitable
for  "combos"  rather  than  large  orchestras.  Therefore,
Roseland has no trouble at all obtaining  a  continuous
supply of famous  orchestras for its  American  section.
The one orchestra that remains throughout the years,
however,   is   the   Latin   ba`nd,   directed   by   Ramon
Argueso. The captivating rhythms of this eleven-piece

3ra¥]ar:£ozftit°onn:asv:alc]°::ib:t.ed  to  the  success  of  the
As you turn left toward the bar and the tables, you

will  notice  a  number  of  plush  arm  chairs  lined  up
along the railing which separate the dance floor from
the promenade. Some of the chairs are located directly
in fl`ont of the  stage on which the show is presented.
The early birds take these.

Proceeding along the promenade toward the far end
of  the  ballroom,  you  will  pass  the  one-hundred-foot
oval bar, which is located in a room  entirely in keep-
ing with the vastness  and beauty of Roseland. On the
right are located over one hundred tables, some large

18
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enough to accommodate large parties and others sult-
able  for  a  single  couple.  Food  as  well  as  drinks  are
served,  and tables  are so  arranged on different levels
that the dance floor can be easily seen and is readily
accessible from any table.

A half-hour floor show is presented at eleven-thirty.
Many of the best performers in the world have graced
the  stage  at  Roseland  on  a  Tuesday  night.  Plaques
have  been  presented   on  occasion  to   such  visiting
screen   and   stage   personalities   as   Gloria   Swanson,

g:s=ro£Goadse°r::a::?yFOD#S'ofrfi?,arfar:*:::ey=8r:
the grand old man of vaudeville, celebrates his birth-
day by appearing in the Roseland show on the Tuesday
nearest the Fourth: July 4, 1961 marked his eighty-first
year.

Contrary to impressions left over from the balhoom's
heyday in the roaring twenties, I want to explode the
myth that Roseland is a "dime-a-dance hall" and that
hostesses  are  available for  a price  to  make your  eve+
ming  more  interesting.   These   questionable   conven-
iences were dropped by the progressive management
sometime during the second World War.

Another mistaken impression, is that the element at
Roseland Balh.oom is  drunken,  rowdy  and boisterous.
Actually,  they range from  the  average  secretary  and
her boyfriend, to the Fifth Avenue business exectitive
who wishes  to  enjoy  an evening  of  dancing with  his
wife. It is not uncommon to see a judge, an ex-mayor,
a Broadway  producer,  a well-known  celebrity  and  a
garbage collector cavorting happily next to each other
on the dance floor. The one thing everyone in the ball-
room has  in  common is his liking  for  dancing  and  a
good, healthy,  enjoyable evening of fun.  As  a matter
of fact,  the patrons  Of Roseland  are  so busy  dancing
that they have neither the inclination nor the desire to
drink heavily or to cause trouble.

19
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With the advent of the pachanga craze in New York,
Roseland  did  not  escape the  hordes  of  pachangweros
who, little by little,  started to  destroy  everything  the
owner had worked to accomplish in the realm of dig-
nity and propriety. Feet began to stamp, handkerchiefs
to fly and a host of gray hairs appeared overnight on
the management's  already thinning  and  frantic  head.
AIter a few nights  of fear and trepidation  caused by
the vibrating licht fixti]res, pulsating floor and general
havoc  created  by  the  pczchangweros,  concern for  the
safety of the more tinid patrons and for the building
itself prompted the distraught management to dispatch
a courier posthaste  to  the bandstand with  the incon-
trovertible  orders  for  the  orchestras  to  cease playing
pachanga music until  the owners  h'ad  time  to  check
the  safety  and  structural  condition  of  the  expensive
floor and the bulding's foundations.

There was much talk among the disappointed dane-
ers  as  to why Roseland's  owner,  Lou  Brecker,  subse-
quently banned pachanga.  It was  obviously  growing
by leaps and bounds into a nationally popular dance.
A few  evenings  ago,  while  sitting with the manager,
Joe Belford and his assistant, Abe Ho]tzman, Abe gave
me the answer. "During the evolution of most rhythm
dances, such as lindy, mambo and pachanga," he said,"the early expressions and interpretations Of the dance

are  usually  quite  wild,  uncontrolled  and  unsuitable
for use on the floor of an establishment of Roseland's
caliber.  Consequently,  each  of  these  dances,  when
they appeared in their initial forms, were barred from
the ballroom. When  the dances toned down,  through
the influences of the better performers and the efforts
of the teachers,  Roseland limited  the  dancers  on  the
floor to those whose interpretations and patterns were
performed in a more subdued manner. Those who re-
fused to  dance like ladies  and  gentlemen  were  asked
pchtely to leave the floor. Diehards, who behigerently
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Insisted upon acting as though they were on a bender,
were barred from the ballroom,  despite  the  fact that
in  some  instances  they  were  regulars  and  had  been
coming to Roseland for years." This strict attitude had
a direct bearing on the development of most rhythm
dances  in  New York,  from unappealing  gyrations,  to
rhythmic, highly stylized, and above all, attractive ex-
coutions.

Today, through the efforts of Lou Brecker  and his
able assistants,  Roseland has  completed its  metamor-
phosis  from  a  "dime-a-dance  hall"  to  a  place  where
anyone can  spend  an inexpensive  and  enjoyable ever
ming.  Roseland  these  days  is  like  a piece  of  mother's
apple  pie.  Once  you've  tried  it,  you'n  be  back  for
more,
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TEeaphe:£:oapffi:=±cof

TEE  FOLLO~G  sTORy wAs  Ton TO  ME  By  sidney
Trott,  Of  the  Arcade  Record  .Shop  in  Miami  Beach.

££:::¥id:rhe°dsEenadusth¥gtypeornc%nutb°£hiisugeanind€::::

f:gdthE::hra±ff:e:i:g¥£:ati:o:nomd:fe:boe;I:g:cg*p:a#t:::e;#;
danzones.  It  was  done  in  Cuba  for  Puchito  Records
and,  strangely  enough,  it  marked  the  fist  time  re-
corded danzones were played for the fun danzon per
ric)I  of  at  least  five  to  six  minutes   duration.   (The
danzon  is  the  national  dance  Of  Cuba  and  is  fully
discussed in chapter three. )  Soine of the most famous
Cuban  musicians  made  his  recording.  Tos6  Fajardo
played  flute,  Cachao  played  bass,  Jesus  Lopez,  £or-

omr:£]gstr¥%aFedirfeacTe°dusbyArR¥£ig8`apyr*s.Piano.The
To return to Sidney's  story, he said that in the fall

8fuc[£599:h::::g:rsD£:¥:::no£Wc=bggvi8foannghop:°s:"The  Show  de  Media  Dia." After  the frst  rehearsal
Ruben Rios, one of the singers, was depressed because
the number assigned to bin was too simflar in styling
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to that Of the star of the show. Walldng home from the
rehearsal,  the singer complained to Davidson, where-
upon  Davidson  was  seized  with  an  inspiration  and,
Beating himself under a street lamp, he began  to. sing
and beat out a rhythm that was quite unusual. David-
Bon,  earlier that year, had  composed  a  song  that was
unsuccessful. He took the same tune and changed the

F  tempo, rhythm and lyrics. As his enthusiasm  grew, he
„  conceived the idea of a big production number featur-
I  lng this song, sung by Ruben Rios, with a background

chorus.  The  number  cricked,  became  the  hit  of  the
``how   and  was   immediately  recorded  by   Orquesta
IIumberto Suarez, with RIos as singer. Thus the song,"La Pachanga," was born.

The choreography in the show was also Davidson's.
He refened to this dancing as pachanga, after the song.

The  foregoing  story  was  later  incorporated  into  a
longer and more complete article by Sidney Trott and

¥aa:hapnugba#S::?coinpynpgi':e°£:cDu%¥einE:8f¥iinoe£.igi|9:
digrap',dos¥eF%Si3t:eiguosr£:h¥s=apTeba]isehrfwaatsththa:i=£.nd

composer of pachanga music. Among his compositions
are,  "A  Bailar  Pachanga,"  "Gozando  La  Pachanga,"
and "Sabrosa Pachanga." Fajardo and Davidson have
collaborated on  a new recording  entitled "Mamerto."
Fajardo composed the music and Davidson wrote the
lyrics.

The reaction to the song in Cquba was immediate and
enthusiastic.  They  were  singing  it  in  the  streets,  in
their homes,  in  their  offices  and  at  every  dance  and
social function in Cuba. If you turned on the radio, it
was there. If you tuned on the television, it was there.
In restaurants, it was inpossible to go from the  soup

:   course  to   dessert  without  being   serenaded  by  the
'  strains  of  "La  Pachanga"  at  least  three  times.

}i(      Althouch the word pachanga had been used before,
23
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with the birth  Of  the  song  it became  a national by-
word and a part of every Cuban's vocabulary. It seems
to have various meanings, all conveying the same idea:
fiesta,  good  time,  party.

The word is an idiomatic, slang expression, with no
definite  origin.  It is  in vogue  all over  the  Caribbean
area and in Mexico, and it was in use before the song,"La Pachanga,"  came  to  life.

To  obtain  information  on  the  foreign  situation,  I
went  directly  to  the  original  pubhishers  o£  "La  Pa-
changa", Peer lnternational Corporation and Southern
Music Publishing Company, and had a conference with
Jack  Newman,  assistant  to  the  vice-president,  Mario
Conti, manager of Intehiatiorml Repertoire and Record
Liaisson   in   the   Eastern   Hemiaphere,   and   Alberto
Salinas,  assistant manager  of 'the  Latin-American  de+
partment.  AIl  the  reports  given  are  as  Of  June  10,
1961.
Germa}ny.. The new song hit reached the top twenty in
the German hit parade. They spell it, "La Paschanga."
It was recorded in Hamburg in March, 1961 for Poly-
dor Records by Audrey Amo and the Hazy Osterwald
Sextet before it was recorded in the United States. On

%p:::?cd:,5¥oino::nEeeesf:i,#!;`b¥f=T.r:cfEe#a.gne:Ps:bE
the dance are becoming  extremely popular. A film is
being made, called the Ha7zgr Osterttja}Zd Sforgr, in which
the song, "La Pachanga," will be featured.
Jfa!Zgr.. Now on a pachanga kick both music and dance
wise. The latest recording is on a Primary label, sung
by Sandro Belle Donne with Michelino and his band.
The lyrics are in Italian.
Bezg6tim..   RCA  Victor  reeorded  a  pachanga   called"Chakachas."
Frcznce;  There  are  six  releases  in  France  by  various
orchestras,  some  with  French  lyrics.
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a.'i¢dr..  There  is  a  French-Canadian  recording  on

Apex label by The Pepp-o-rinos with French lyrics.
Spain.. There is a recording Of "La Pachanga" by Rudy
Ventura.
HOJhaird.. Peer International and Southern Music Com-
panies are now promoting the music and the dance.-Me#foo.. Both the music and the dance have achieved

tt.tbore  popularity  than  anywhere  else.  "La  Pachanga"

places first on their hit parade.
Chfroa.. They are plaming to release recordings of the'#pgan*#en%uKb°¥o=cdh_e°s¥TEo*arcod::I:==r.hip

Charanga,   just  returned   from   Tokyo   where   their
music was received with the  same response  they  get
•t the Palladium in New York. It was a highly success-
ful engagement. The Japanese loved pachanga. While
h  Japan  Fa).ardo  composed  a  Japanese   pachanga.
I The English equivalent is "Just a Minute." (In Spanish
lt is called "Momento Pachanga.")
The Unjfecz Sfa!fes.. The song, "La Pachanga," was first
copyrighted in Cuba in the fall of 1959 and recordings
•rrived  in  the  United  States  as  early  as  December,
1959. These Spanish recordings inmediately popular-
17.ed  the  rhythln  among  the  Spanish-speaking  people
here.  Southern  Music  Publishing  Company  tried  to
hterest  various  American  record  companies  in  the
song, but at first  their  efforts were met  with  a  com-
Plete lack of enthusiasm. Then  Decca Records heard
the German recording Of Taschanga" by Audrey Amo
•nd the  Hazy  Osterwald  Sextet,  and  ca.bled  Polydor
Records in Germany to airmail tapes of the recording
lor  inimediate  release.  Records  were  distributed  to
various disc jockeys in the New York area. Radio sta-
tion  WMCA  played  it  six  times  a  day  and  ran  a
I'achanga  Dance  Contest  with,  as  prizes,  lessons  at
the Fred Astaire Dance Studios.  Thereafter the  New
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York  office  was  bombarded  by `requests   from  disc
jockeys  for  copies  of  the  German recording.       `

It was then that American record companies began

:oang::coo:£egsp:;hffuggaobananddL¥:gg£oon;FceAfivrvs±tct*:n:
Genie _Pace on Capitol were immediate  successes  and
were selected as top hits by the magazines The Casfa
Box and The Btllboard.

LA  PACHANGA01-

§!#3"i?
Considering  this   enthusiastic  reaction,   Mr.  New-

man,  Mr.  Conti  and  Mr.  Salinas  feel  that  pachanga
has  just  begun  to  spread.  It  is  following  the  same
line  as  mambo  and  cha  cha  cha  when  they  started.
At  my  request,  they  gave  me  three  separate  copies
Of   "La   Pachanga"   sheet   music   indicating   a   very
interesting change from the original rhythm in which
it  was  composed.   The  first  composition  was   writ-

Eyapt:I?ic5sg:p¥e€Ay'c¥ampf8.dL:,ar£:baD£Tfdd°bn;.C6geya
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by Eduardo Davidson in Cuba as  a Mereoumbe,
a  darice  Of  Colombian  origin.  When  Pachanga  was
brought  to  America,  Peer  lnternational  Corporation
decided that it would not sell as a Merecumbe, about
which the average American knew nothing. They pre-
#(mted it here as  a  Merengue,  a  dance  rhythm which
was already quite well-known in the United States. As
the  word  pachanga  began  to  spread,  and  the  dance
tiecame popular,  it proved  to be  of more  commercial
value to call it a pachanga. So the strong merengue roll
was e]ininated from the music and the song "La Pa-
changa" was thereafter caned a pachanga.

Today the pubhic is being barraged with recordings
which, although labeled as such, are not pachangas at
all.   Because   of   their   commercial  value,   the   labels
pachanga and charanga are being placed on all types

#::d££:n£!Gy%shei:a§;§:,e:b:;1:sS£:ae:dym%SjL3¥m¥uS:i:,
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of recordings which,  if properly labeled,  would have
a lesser sales  appeal.  Rhythms  in  the  nature  of  son-
montuno ( a medium, swinging rhythm) and guaracha-
cha cha cha  (fast cha chas)  are being sold under the
new,  and  highly  commercial  name  of  pachanga.  Al-
most anything played by a charanga band is now un-
fairly called charanga music.

In record shops, the run on pachanga and charanga
recordings  is  phenomenal.  Although  the record  com-
panies are putting them out as fast as they can, there
are backlogs of unfilled orders in some of the stores. I
received an interesting story from the Arcade Record
Shop  in  Miami  Beach,  Florida,  where  the  business
caused by this  new  craze is  really  thriving.  It  seems

!9i£:fig::T=pT::i£::n:::a:¥|:nyal:Jrfnjn::;:P::H::::f;€d:T#g;rp::t;
Drission.
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(that  customers  come  into  the  store  and  ask  for  pa-
"changa  recordings.   When  offered   a   true   pachanga

rhythm, they refuse to buy it,  stating that's  not what
'they are looking for. When they finally settle on what
(hey want, most of the  time it is  a son-montuno  and
not a pachanga  at  all.

A true pachanga is played in a fairly fast tempo and#tJs unsuitable, in most cases, for the average dancer to

dance  to.  The  expert,  of  course,   enjoys  the  quick
'i:re?°ri::tto¥etE:Prflefnrd£±:s¥ecinulgtFurdcg¥¥eeroerf

tlie slower, swingy, son-montuno type.  By listening to
these  attractive  rhythms,  the  American  enthusiast  is
tleveloping a taste and an appreciation for the typicalfi'`¥f  music  of  Cuba;  he  is  moving  away  from  the  Cuban-

!.rt'   American jazz music that held so strong an influence
`,p to  this  time.

It is interesting to note that most of the major con-{J   tributors  to the  creation  of pachanga  are  now living

ln self-imposed exile from Cuba. The composer, Edu-+    nrdo  Davidson,  is  in  Venezuela,  on  his  way  to  New

York;  Ruben  Rios,  the  singer,  is  in  Miami,  Florida;
Jos6  Fajardo,  the  second  greatest  composer  of  pa-
changa,  whose  orchestra  has  done  much  to   make
pachanga an international success is in New York with
his  family;  and  the  owners  of  the  record  companies
who produced the three major recordings Of pachanga
ere elsewhere in the United States.
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CHAPTER  Ill

charaTnhgeaHrdsut:ircy|:fcqba

THE  msTOR¥  oF TIH  orlARANGA  oncREST]RAs  IN  CuBA
and the development of the music they played is as old
as Cuba itself. These orchestras are comprised of piano,
bass, violins, flute, guiro and timbales. It is interesting
to  note  that  most  of  the  early  charanga  groups  had

b¥sosvI;OSE:edfrsbtyanadsfcno:ffaTs:Eieaanri,w¥w!;sso#Pf
three  strings;  the flute was  an  old-fashioned  five-key

£:i:hfag:u:i:b£:¥¥]Pg°hdt;b¥eteg3'a°rscra::i:I:

:h!pe3dl?c:k::ra|itehTa£:e:o¥:ein:isc!c5i=pe!:#±anc::pfst;
called timbales.

This basic instnimentation was sometines increased
to  fifteen  or  more  pieces.

ba:td!Sw=ggte:£re¥::r:&tt:°a:°#ethF::n¥Sch¥:£:
and nobody seems  to know why. `Johmy  Pacheco  o£
New York City, who plays one Of the old ebony flutes

*¥cas±¥;Off:en*evc£¥:¥F;¥t±::.e:fl:uyst:hy:¥£:£ttarfi:es£=ar=t£:
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ore. These flutes are difficult to play and are based
I a system called the Meyer System. The sound made

by this type of flute is more suitable for the creation
of a proper charanga sound.

The  charanga  became  the  most  typical  music  Of
Cuba  and remains  a  pat  Of  the  strong  tradition  of
that country. Every tinie there was a dance, there was

!j7.  charanga'  band 'featured  and  in  the  course  Of  an
evening's-program, the strains Of the beautiful danzon
would be heard more often than any other dance.

The  danzon  was  introduced  in  1879  by  Miguel
Failde, who entitled it "Las Alturas de Sinpson." The
danzon  evolved from  the  de»z¢,  which  in  turn was
developed  from  the  comfrodanac  Of  Spanish  origin.
Some   authorities   state   that   the   confr¢dr7iz¢   was
brought  over  by  the  French  who  visited  Cuba  in
the eighteenth century, bringing with them their com
fredrmee,  which  had  been  taken  from  the  English
Country Dance.

The  c;omtradr7eza)  was  a  folk  dance  in  which  the
couples were placed along the ballroom,  the  girls  on
one side and their partners facing them -in a long row.
The first  couple on  one  end would  start  the  dance,
dancing the full length Of the empty space between the
couples.  This  was  called  "Opening  the  Dance."  Im-
mediately,  another  couple  started  and  then  another
until  all  the  couples  were  in motion.  This  honor  Of
being  the  first  couple  was  so  desired  that  dancers
would arrive early carrying benches or stools and vie
to take possession of the place where the first couple
must be  situated  to hold the right  Of  "Opening  the
Dance."

The danac was originally executed in the folk-dance
„     form, but later develbped -into a ballroom dance done

independently  by  coLples.  It  is  probable  that  the
rapid tempo Of the drmac made it unsuitable  to the
h31
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warm Cuban c]inate, and therefore led to the slower
rhythm of the danzon.

The danzon is  made up  of three  parts.  The music
usually begins with an introduction of sixteen measures
played  in  allegro  style,  this  is  followed  by  the  first
part-a   slower,   andante,   bolero   tempo   of   sixteen
measures duration, usually fouowed again by  a rope-
tition  of  the  introduction  which  separates  the  parts.
The second part is for the violin, usually Consisting Of
thirty-two measures, and again followed by a repeat of
the introduction.  The  third part is  used  to bring  the
dance to a close and is played in a quicker tempo as a
faster,  more rhythmical son-montuno.  The use  of the
introduction as a rest period for the dancers initiated a
new and logical form in ballroom dancing. During the
introduction,  and at each repetition,  the dancers  stop
to recover. At the completion of the introduction, the
couples  again  assume  dance  position  and  continue
dancing.

No one was more responsible for the development of
the charanga than Antorio Maria Romeu, who directed
the  most  famous  charanga  band  in  Cuba.  It  was
largely the authority of Romeu which made this t)pe
Of  orchestra  a tradition  in  Cuban music.  Among  the
first big bands of this type was the symphonic charanga
of Arcafio and his Maravfllas ( wonders ) . His orchestras
were  usuauy  composed  of  at  least  fifteen  pieces  or
more with an instrumentation consisting of four violins,
two  violas,  two  cellos,  guiro,  piano,  tinbale,  conga
dnm ( a large, barrel-like dnm ) and a singer. Catalino
Rolon, of the Palladium Ballroom who speaks with au-
thority on Arcafio, says that the timbales were played
with  special  drumsticks,  very  thin  and  springy  and
made from  a  special  type Of  green wood  and  called"vaquetas." Arcafio was quite famous and most of the
bandleaders in Cuba who have their own bands today,
at  one  time  or  another  played  with  him  Even  the
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1ebrated Jos6 Fajardo once played flute for Arcafio,
also wias  a flute player.V\JI+,1*+1,\,    „`-`,   -__--_1=___  ,

The  appearance  o£  Orquesta  America  and  o£  Or-

[:;i¥iai#;ifFg€:i:gr£:;f¥£i::¥:sc:geili:
:?iieff:e:c:;;::iii;iirsf!s¥£;i:pisgf;g:ilii;i

`£e¥ii;big:;;h:a[€:gig:a§;£eifagb§°:ic{::a;:tiao;i;i

'mhe#+'e,a#:obor:um8ehrtc±°v¥:euofri#:nsotte:opai£

gel:£h:ti:%c]¥sa:ogL±;n+g+::§rfitsELu§[eahgfa:c=ugc:=f:o:
Ion-montuno   in  pre-pachanga  days,   is   now   being
I.beled pachanga.

3#i¥:::|icdi:;as#¥Ti:qai::::;£:c§k:#io;ni¥::oife£:
1              _   _     __I

:rapghfn.yrfur:Ees::s££itr:nasdiE:::ar£¥s:V3rerfan£

I,,  J I+ `-t,` ,------   _ _ _ _

-   ,       I     1   _ _  ____---    _a--___.

at it seems they can do no wrong. Fajardo has`more1-,

a-I-o`vi;;fi;-n;-,-talcesmorerhyapicp,berE.??_r_eq_u£the  hstener  andten  creates  more  excitement  in
ncer.
Other Cuban bands close to the heart
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are Neno Gonzales, Pancho el Bravo, Orquesta Sub]ine
and Orquesta Sensacion. As a matter of fact, there are
those  who  prefer  dancing  to  these  bands  more  than
any other.  Both Fajardo  and Aragon have  been  here
in the United States  and have appeared at the Paua-
dium Ballroom in New York City. They have traveled

;X£:::i::]eyi|n#p:n[e%:[al:adjo¥ndg°fi:Ppea:£ig|a!:Pth=
exciting rhythms Of his charanga. As a matter of fact,
recognizing  the  Japanese   ingenuity   and   ability,   I
shouldn't be surprised if they form  a Charanga band
Of their own and that it will be a good one, too.
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IN  IRE  pREcm][NG   cHAprm   wE  DEFINED   CHARANGA
in`isic as the sound emanating from an orchestra hav-

gagss:Sg:,u]frinos=gepn::ctii°s:ionnamAe:%arvI#¥Stofluae:

Sxnpi:£'st¥t:s%#s£T=ecfgfg£?:rnkdc:;,Pb?yGflinbe¥:
Valdes in 1948. Valdes used to play for Spanish dances

#nhdo£:Cb±*ZeadLinaintinpL:¥8££¥:ncesu.b:°.:¥LeN:g:i
ltiloist in New York for many years, remembers Valdes

¥Bcjua.u¥eastayfi£:,tsvpquodinets:nalda¥:¥iTngfrbfd%]:y£:
h the Bronx, or at Audubon Ham in Manhattan.  The

k:lifiyawh±S:r::;g;£isgchbgsl:vi=;:c=hanar=anas¥adinbs:±egn§
ttltion, which produced  an  entirely  different  sound.`

In searching for more information on Valdes, I dis-
Covered he had gone back to Cuba and if it hadn't been

ij:::`E¥[o¥irg¥#ita¥pe8fd:£i::;.¥#e#o:rif¥
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Pacheco and my attention was drawn to a table where

i:¥S¥3d±hgghati#::u::cso¥#|;at¥£¥;ree&ej;;£pd%rpe¥dirl:ei::ess::I:n;

::o±ti§{erf£::n#fige¥¥gfdigo:hkewr¥;u:sse¥jo:in:
When I brought up the name of Gflberto Valdes,  the
demeanor  Of  my  friend's  date  underwent  a  radical

:ahbaEs8he;ds:dr€Sgglthi:£aftc¥£gtTddeinm£:t*VIegidgwmeeetso-
his  home  the fouowing  evening  to  discuss  my  book.
The gent]eman's name was John Sflverman and when
I  arrived  at his  home  the  next  evening,  he  gave  me

igtwi::nt;:;iT!;G¥£m#i:±cf5::;:Ia:#|:I:tie:sithEee;f:di
rection Of an orchestra. When Valdes frst arrived from
Cuba in 1948, John Silverman was  asked to act as his
general  representative  for  the  purposes  of  pubhcity
andhelpingtosellhismusic.At first,Valdescouldmake
no  money in  New York.  He loved  music  and  would

#tL¥oafn£%:I::n;Sh:0:o%|acgec:¥tyehno°¥+t8.aHjenwty¥
dollar  arrangement  for  some  obscure  saxophonist  as

ae£:g:]Zoas;°otaethm°uus::fdo-rd°v]kTOJL°sb.p=3rhi¥:rsfrss:cie¥s'
Southern Music  and  Bobbins.  He  was  very  talented
and could write ten or more good tunes a week. He did

:ug:]pLsd:gin:ftoarhip£¥rgth¥w¥rkTfietocpomcpuo:a

gg°£::efrfe°rofthheerKfaa#sBaT#%grepsTfl:eriainnc:uanqd-
that  Heady  every  top  phimarmonic  orchestra  in  the
country has played Valdes' musin
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''   From time to tine, while in the United States, Gil-

berto Valdes would get together  a band  and  go  into
i theatre  or  night  club  for  a  few  weeks.  He  always

E]aanyc¥rs¥::=cegrt:a:t.m[:sffg4bg:thf:::SffkceudLt±£::
the Palladium Ballroom.  He arrived with  a ten-piece
band including brass. However, when he played dan-
Iones, the brass musicians changed over to violins and
a quick conversion was made to a charanga band with
Gilberto hinself playing the flute.

Althouch Valdes had formed the first charanga band
that played commercially in the United States, Johnny
Pacheoo was another who tried his hand at interesting
the American public in  the charanga  sound.  He had
•rrived in the United States in 1946 and immediately
'1,iFefath£:it:spfl:etiTst,e#&he£:axaasvi:rb:nuggoa,PLaze:

J#caly3ic:±guapgrthoeu;e=:¥£se¥=s:ntautiLo=fo=u:
Ilcians he knew and made a "demo" record ( a demon-
Itration   record   made   with   the   idea   of   selling   a

Pc:::rcdult:rubm=farfu9seE:dni¥eds::gs)e.uHtheei°°oi#:
charanga sound, but they were interested only in com-
mercial jazz at that time and would not consider buy-
hg the record or the band.  So Johnny joined Charlie
Palhieri's quintet.

Palprieri,  an  excenent pianist, had  already made  a
name for hinself around New York as a jazz musician
liiid band leader. He was born in New York City and
•tuted his career in 1943 with Selasie and His Orches-
lril  who  played  at  the  Park  Plaza,  a  popular  dance
hull  at  l10th  Street  and  Fifth  Avenue  in  New  York
City.

Later, Palmieri worked with various bands,  includ-
Ing  those  o£  Ramiro   Medina,  Polito,  Rafael  Mufioz,
Moncho Usera, Fernando Alvarez, and Tito Puente. In
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1954, he joined Pupi Campo, who had the band on the
Jack Paar morning  show.  He  started  his  own  Cuban-
style brass band in Chicago that same year.  It was in
1958  that  he  met  Johnny  Pacheco,  who  joined  Pal-
mieri's organization to play dnims. When Palmieri dis-
covered  that  Pacheco  also  played  the  flute  and  that
they both had a mutual interest in the charanga sound,
the first successful charanga band in the United States
was born.

Although the  success  of this  new venture  was  not
inmediate,   the   band's   excellent   music   eventually
caught  on  and,  as  the  public joined  the  bandwagon,
the  success  of  the  charanga  sound  was  assured.  The
group's first engagement was at a dance at St. Rocco's
Church  in  Brooklyn.   Charlie  Palmieri  had  worked
there a week earhier with his  typical brass band with
outstanding success.  This was  the music that was  the
mode of the day and the dancers loved it.  One week
later,  when he  appeared with his  newly formed  cha-
ranga  band,  he  I ell  flat  on  his  face.  The  sound  car-
ried no appeal to the dancers. It was diffioult for them
to  become  accustomed  to  the  sound  and  feeling  Of
charanga.  They  were used  to  the  harsh  jazz  of  the
mambo  beat that had  monopolized  Latin rhythms  in
America  for  fiftech  years.  The  cha  cha  cha  had  hit
its  peak  and  the  Latin  brass  bands  that  played  the
music produced  an entirely different sound from  the
violin and flute instnmentation Of the charanga, Peo-
ple  had  difficulty  understanding  the  music  and  diffi-
culty  dancing  to  it.  But  Charlie  Palmieri's  band  was
destined for success. In the summer of 1959 they were
booked   into   the   Palladium   Ballroom   where   they
clicked,  mainly  due  to  the  furor  accompanying  the
previous  appearance in America of ]os6 Fajardo  and
his charanga band.

Jos6 Fajardo had been to the United States in  1955
when he organized a charanga orchestra from among
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the Puerto Ricans  and Cubans in New York City and
Rt,,,

made a record for the Panart Recording  Corporation.
In  1958,  Fajardo  returned  to  New  York  with  an

#,gnhbt::sny.pB£:flea:hffeansg=bR:odmtoo£P:g€£Wraffo£TAesrt£:rTa
llotel.  Again, he was  in  a hurry.  He  was  only  to  be
here  for  the  week  end  but  Catalino  Rolon,  musical
m^mnlinn  director  Of  the  Palladium  Ballroom,  tock
E°v¥:tti;°g::£ir8rvis°[[t:edr£[;gdumhfmD¥t:u#'eL;:]=I    ^          1               ,   _1.     ___  _____-^_I---'_'C, _     _

:#E:£Sge::g±e=dbsaunnd:a¥aTLg£:ewngagfm=:-                  ,                        -                      1        _   __

;=c;-Cos-s-I--Eoti professional ind amateur dance
sts sang his praises. Musicians and band lead-___

ffi.s"i;;=uin~Jv-;I--NeLw York came to hear him play.
I.   After that week end, Fajardo returned to Cuba. In1        _      _    _1

hog6Lhuerue+in'a~io-ri;iv¥6rkwithasmallerbandandi         -          .       T\e__    rrL,`,`J--,~
ened  an  engagement  at  the  Puerto  RIco  Theater.1                                          L1_  _JL

;"Ufd=;trY£;:;a-ri-;:  Roion   aga±  .Fade_ s.¥re   that
the Palladium Ballroom.

n¥evea?°aeewpaasu:adig:£y£:CipmaggThFeajgaqi':oa£Pew¥;

r't~'`*'`-`,   ____   Jr __

•mcked to capacity every night of the engagement. Mu-
.        .    r           ,1_  _    ___i--

rnjardo also paid a visit to

;;`:s-I-rvoi~ro~tL-e-: tianas again came just for the priv-
He Of sitting in with Fajardo's  group.  This  practice1_   ___     -_-^-_-a __

into  jam  sessio'ns  whe=e  one  number  was
played for as long as twenty minutes, whilen___     ^_A

|cveloped

E::I:Cdrudi;J orf`"aJfaT;~ao~o-S~ba;ked  the  lance floor,  and
a.nnanded sthl more when the music stopped.

Fajardo  had  a  number  Of  good  Cuban  dancers  in
th.  band  and  decided  to  have  some  special  dance
lii`itines  choreographed for  them  to  perfom in  front
of  the  group.  These  steps  were  observed  and  copied_       _   -.     1.              I      .    __iL__ ....,  ^£  +T`aaa

#§[.¥;a:::i:;Fp_:esEw#:p::ug:A7%c:ha;ga::¥£::h£:a:
lo'#in8;hba#hairan°£#£armhLesikTatflo°riaavcekeb°ewe[:
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one Of the greatest Latin dance stylists the Palladium
has  ever  seen,  developed  much  of  his  intricate  and

g¥p¥!Tre¥EL::aicar¥o!u!£!;¥g:td;¥gh#MEhefi`pgf
Carey and Heliodoro and Esteban vyho also sang with
the  band.  In  a  subsequent  appearance  in  1959,  two
Of the singers Fajardo brought with bin from Cuba,
Sergio  Calzado `and  Felo  Brito,  (both  now  with  the

fefdip::tiff:'¥iigri:Ii-g::f¥?g:oea¥n?
ing audience didn't miss a trick. Today many of those

Fai:icato?spoanpegein¥dpeanrf:I:±bxa3:rbgrianindcoF£)o°ra¥edd
intfrt¥re &=irce;upcaftsangta.the panadiun  Bdrcom  in

:9:RE:aro!ethpe¥;:#;¥z:dacE:co.=anbeant:
and was booked into the Triton Club in the Bronx. It
was  here  that  they  developed  into  a  solidified  mu-
sical organization and  a new charanga orchestra was
born-Pacheco gr so 'Charanga.

CharHe Palmieri remained at the Palladiun and b®

3i=t:dthseta¥esst.rfi¥¥ss.u?#ecE:gtiga.:=der:i£;
Le€:rmdcthane#¥L¥saDS:uncedthi%h:Sanhi#ydi:C£:S#
wanted the album to be called just "Charanga," but the
record company decided  to  name it  differently with

EL:::e:o£¥ngoffth:¥a¥agfsptho:s::i;trdan,qac¥::
Murray rejected the idea but the name Of the recording
remained.

From  the  PalladiunL   Charlie  Pahaieri   tock  his
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hieve-d even more popularity.
aranga to the Caravana Club in the Bronx where he-         .              __-1                ,               .         .        1       1    _When he started,  he

ga:::n£:d*:::,tbysalhi:Saba]g:ntfiot:ebvreer:kpuapi:TeeribTeidt
his  I oresight.

e   was   correct.U palmiefi   gives   the   nation's   disk
ere was a change coming and trusted

ckeys  a  great  deal  of  credit  for  the  present  popu--.,I..,.1_-_,-    -_    a

:d::-cEears=ia."`¥thano;:::idhe::vgrp±av¥iaE:

;,`,:eMde:nc¥#ae;sP=cg#e#¥opffia=;g:¥:rfebd#thg#:
thtroduction  Of  the  new  craze,  pachanga.  Their  first

I`|teady  bookings  began in  1959,  when  they  were  en-
1 ga.ged to  play for the  Saturday  night  Spanish  dances.1                .1    _,   \T___.  \7__.1-

:I:i;- ri-ot-al Taft. It was at one- of these that New York
dance teacher Franc Peri heard Pacheco's music. Franc
had been  hired  to  operate  the  dance  coflcession  for
the  1959  sumlner  season  at  a  summer resort  at  Lido

§::CE;:h°en£,]S±,dart::EFo::dsTi°d¥e=gtft,:uad±
Poerargece;nthtireeb=Wear:eAntga£:dci:s8[aoyfaieth:e=°ot::

fi: -P~a-ch-t;ds  retuned  to  playing  for  the  dances  at  the
Taft and now appears at many popular spots including

|r  the  Triton and`aaravana Cinb-s in the Bronx,  and Of1,

6oirse the Palladiuni Balhoom. His first recording on
Alegre label is entitled appropriately enougb "Pacheco

;  V sO.rh€hf=:og:."cuban charanga band  Orquesta Ara-

i  Eon,  whose  only peer in  Cuban  dance  circles  is  rose-     \ \          ,1^~^T,_,

Fajardo,  andved in the United  States in May Of  1959.
Catalino  Rolon booked him into  the  Palladium  Ball-

::::agfte:hFarai:f:,aE:wpaly::;refrshafe¥P;:Zfd£3
ready for what Aragon had to  offer.  Aragon  also  had
nttle  dance  routines  arranged  which  their  viohinists
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would perform in front Of the bandstand while play-
ing  their instnments.

Another charanga band iniported from Cuba by the
Pal]adium Ballroom is  Orquesta  Sensacion,  who  was
also reeofved with enthusiasm by the dancers and mu-
sicians offuNew York who were by now on a real cha-
ranga  kick.

Today, as you walk down Broadway from Fif tieth
Street  to  Forty-second,  the  sound  of  the  charanga
emanating  from  the  record  shops  in  the  area  grad-
ually increases  to  a  deafening roar  as  you  reach  the
heart of Tines Square. If you try to escape to the east
toward  Sixth  Avenue  or  to  the  west  toward  Eighth

fgvp¥¥¥;:ihy=gyegrfa:p°s?o¥£o::te£:°orgg=h£±a:.i
£::8::o=rddswhAug:tfywo¥Cifhy8o°uesd::,Pr;:techth::tithe

Iuterfude: Pachamga; or chaowngap                    `

Eduardo   Davidson   composed  his   song  la  Pa-
changa," and introduced it on a Cuban television show
as  part  Of a  large  production  number  and  included
dance  routines  which  were  called  `Tachanga"  after
the  song.  When  the  song  became  popular,  dancers
used the sane steps they had seen on Davidson's tele
vision  show,  and  again,  called  these  particular  steps
pachanga because they fit the original music-and the
dance pachanga was bornl

fg±uFftyg¥aiciig°i¥iicsiife;egi¥8vf%¥b±t;s:::o¥ii
Cuban  dancers  these  movements  were  nothing  more
than swinging cha cha cha variations. These variations
fist  came  to  the  United  States,  under  the  name  Of
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apacha,"  as  a  difficult,  syncopated  version  of  the-      -              ,               1              1             ,17,    __cha  cha  cha.  when
aranga  bands  began  to  play  in  the  United  States,1_.

rm-al  American  version  of  the

fro-:E;i 6f dancing becarie inore and more popular
ce it  seemed to  suit  the  charanga rtrythms  partic-

ir-e-u.  For  lack  of  a  name  £-or  these  tnicking,--_I

ugging, sliding and shufling moT:T:nts, the Ameri-_.      11__available  name  at  the
and, borrowing  the name "charanga"  of the

nuaanters  utilized  the  best
oment,
iv--riii-;i; an'd new ban~ds, they christened these steps
e charanga.
In  Ameried,  some  feel  that  there  should  be  two
Darate dances, pachanga and charanga. Others have-,,

o objection to the use ovf the word chalanga, but feel
i,I ,--. ``  __-___, I

_   _          1_    ____

:ctofeess:epft:Lbo:gnpacatanthg:yanh:v:hgfgmaeh:=:

'  `,-,I___-_   -_    _

!idance  and  not  two.'11--^-_   --_ _   __ _

I '  In presenting the patterns in chapters nine and ten,1_  _     I___-

I i-;vre--s-ei;-6-t-ea  Pachanga  as  the n-ame  of  the  dance
|nd Charanga as a subdivision of the dance Pachanga.
This win avoid much confusion and will not be an in-
6orrect  approach.

t,i:£T:otr:gtE:[trehmyspT:£o:¥eerepnafft.nEu=e#:ryd::sct
_                   -           ,                 1                ,1          1     .

in  the Szoto inythm  described  in

:|teai:t::c:£rgdhs:.iTbheeierdec&re¥agst:hm#£='offnp::i:]ningg

\^`z   `,`-C3-_---_I      _

g¥e`:¥y:::jt;ail:y:ii§ia;;;::::i?gdtrfu;fir;cfe::e:;;'`iimi:
llteps  to  the  slower rhythms  of  the  charanga  records.

Tshew:1:Wasdtaoncaess,t£PsrhmyaLb.e(ds°e:ec¥a;t:I"`ec£#th¥:¥ma
definition  of these terms. )

Pachanga  may  also  be  done  to  cha  cha  cha,,  son-
43
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montuno,  mambo  and  jazz  recordings.  Although  the
transition   from  these  forms  to  pachanga  and  back
again is not discussed in this book, once having leaned
the  pachanga it  will  not  be  difficult  to  see  how  the
transition from one dance to another can be made.
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ThoD:nTceoE%Vceh]:EFaeE:&fheu.s.

TF¥ouHADBEENINRAVANAonedayinJanuary,1960,
!'lnd  if,  by  chance,  one  aftemoon  you  were  walking
ulong  the  Prado,  on.e  of  the  city's  main  streets,  you
could not have helped noticing the huge crowd  gath-
vtred in the middle of the street, holding up traffic.  In
the center of this mob stood a heavy, balding, mous-
•hachioed  American,   gesticulating  wildly,   with  both
i..]rms outstretched. In his left hand he held  a handful\of douar bills, and with his right he alterrmtely pointed

from one person to another in the crowd. If you could
have gotten close enouch you would have heard him
|hout over and over:"Do not be afraidl I am your hiendl  One dollar for

®ach man who  can  teach me  a new  pachanga  stepl"
Often he would break into  a slight trucking move-

#¥ya:£iht:gor±Vues¥osbeslfeft:sad±eadd:opte:::::hdfa:Cfe:
n discussion of Fidel Castro, but he would have none of
that. For all he had the same question, "Can you do the

#,apga? One crisp chericafl douar bin for a new
The dancing tourist was  Bernie Sager,  and  if,  per-`

chance,  you  had  glanced   over  your   shoulder  you
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would  have  observed  another  American-thoroughly
embarrassed-trying  to  escape  from  the  scene  undo
tected.  This  was  Sidney  Trott.

Sidney  had  been  through  this  kind  of  situation
many times before. He should have known to what ex-
tremes Bemie's enthusiasm for a new dance could take
bin. The energetic Mr. Sager has made perhaps more
effort  than  anyone  else  in  this  country  to  introduce
and develop new dances.  In the late thirties, when  I
first met bin,  he had  aheady  established himself  in
ballroom  dancing  circles  as  a  man  with  progressive
ideas. I was dancing then in a professional exhibition
rumba-conga  group.  Bernie  Sager  had  already  intro-
duced in New York the idea of a number of couples
dancing the rumba  together in formation.

Sidney Trott first met Bernie Sager in the pre-mambo
days when Bernie had gone to Cuba to lean the com-
mando, forerunner of the mambo. He went directly to
Trott  Dance  Studios  in  Havana  to  lean  the  dance,
some of the steps of which later became the basies of
the  mambo.  "I'he  commando,"  said  Sidney,  "was  a
dance based on the antics  of Cuban  soldiers  as  they
practiced  with  their  bayonets,  lunging  forward,  re-
covering, then lunging sidewards to avoid the bayonet
thrusts of the enemy."

My first look at the mambo was in 1946 while I was
in  the  process  of  being  discharged  from  the  Army,
and was on off cer's terminal leave in New York City
prior to my final  separation.  I  entered the La  Marti-
nique night club just in  tine to  see  the well-known
dance  teachers,  Tony and Luci]le, perform a mambo
for an enthusiastic audience.

When  the  cha  cha  cha  fist  appeared,  Trott  and
Sager were off to Cuba again to find out what it was all
about. Sidney says he first did the dance in New York
in 1951  at the Tropicana  Club in the Bronx.  Bernie
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troduced  a  definite  version  Of  the  cha  cha  cha  in

as early as 1953.
Sidney Trott was originqu.1y a th?atrg dancer during

tli;-old-`va-ndeville  day;  AI€er  a  short  excursion  into

a::¥fi%¥efgsrd¥a:§hsein=fiaa±°a¥ek:::£8o¥S:enEe:t°]£l:ea:e:a±§.  _

;£:d-5-h-oF i-Miami Beach, 'wher6 he specializes in
£dance  recordings.
I    When I began  to  whte  this  bock,  I  was  naturally
anxious  to  interview  Sidney  Trott.  I  wrote  him  in

¥::gooa:dhewean¥e¥£funt3E:ettwino¥fe¥s¥soerakt.edT::

#=¥8:fr°t:Frer=::binH;grgawaL£E::S#Ee3fto`°a8

¥ie:ci%g#sa:g|.itgo!ii±hegajh;Bit::i:#v¥:::fa;a:i:;;_                    -    _            -.,..             1   .   _     ___±11-

:cthhanthgea.c¥:¥sgeraoc£[o£,ef££#]r2:5£oc:sEEu¥rfd:

|\J   \+\,,\,,\,Jr ------.    __    ._  _

_             ----.         1               _1_  _

buauvid;;Vn,YaL-aria:-£inousban-dleader,.Faj,apdo.>._YES
I
\,uY+\>\,\,\\,  --_   _-   _____

3  had  much  to  do  with  the  development  of  both  the
..                  _         ---.      _  I     I_L_

dance and the music,  Sidney had-a front  seat  at the
||a\+   L||t+++1L    ,+,    --_      '. ____

birthsOfboththemusicandthedance.Hesawthehold
this music was taking on the Cuban public nd  ob-

§jiii;:g£;ie;yth¥ighgan§tb¥eiBi=:;jj;i:;ti¥°

1na?ar°dnoghi2s[6h]&6£gg8:fhuecsga#agbengif:n£;aJg°es€
to appear at the Bayfront Park Auditorium in Miand
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to play for a dance on that date. The advertising and
publicity, in addition to headlining the band, featured

::Eiefsnatrg::u¥edJ::e%°3:£S,¥adpa:cche=egaa¥,Wri:
demonstration was given for over fifteen-hundred peo-
plc;  Sidney  Trott  served  as  master  of  ceremonies.

While Bernie worked in vain to interest the Miand
dance teachers in pachanga, Sidney hopped a plane to
New York and began trying to convince various Man-
hattan studio owners to feature the dance. Among the
few  who   thought  pachanga  had  merit,   was   Pepe
Llorens, who, on invitation from the Dance Educators
of America, taught the dance for them on October 16,
1960,  at  the  Grand  Ballroom  of  the Waldorf  Astoria.
In the following six months other dance organizations
followed suit, and soon the dance was flourishing.

When Dr. Oberbach Of Germany visited the United

&t:tedsac?oerioeofaf::ktat:8%teganFeanpdacthaaung8hat't:hid:
Geman   dance-teacher   organizations.   On   request,
Bernie  also  sent  dance notes  to  Milano,  Italy,  where
the material was presented to the Italian teachers' or-
ganizations.

At the time the song "La Pachanga" was frst pub-
hashed,  certain dance  steps which  the  Cubans  seemed

::h::se;uet:e:°on¥:te¥ui:£tco:n°eriagc¥::Piggp¥cganagna?
These steps  consisted mainly of variations  of three  Of
the  fundamental  movements  Of  the  dance,  which  I
have  named  the  swing  step,  the  chass6  tap  and  the
chass6  swing,  the  explanations  Of which  are  set forth
in full detail in chapters eight`and nine.   The so-called
charanga steps, consisting of trucking, bunny-hop and
Suzy-Q movements, of which there are countless  vari-
ations,  were  a  form  of swing  cha  cha  cha  that have
been done for years.  In the United States cha cha cha
rhythms  were  slower,  and  the  faster  rhythms  were
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not  introduced  to  the  general  public  until  recendy,
with the introduction of the charanga  orchestras.

When    Eduardo    Davidson    composed    "La    Pa-
changa," I Sidney Trott  and  Bernie  Sager  planted  the
seeds that eventually caused the spread of the  dance
pachanga on  a national and international scale.   This

j  is the sum and substance Of the  spread of the  dance
pachanga and of the styling and patterns of what some
choose  to  call  charanga.  As  to  how  it  all  started  in
Cuba is another story, and weu deal with that in the
fonowing  chapter.
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"®DTE£®£®pry=%°hFTce=g®#\®nfonco

o NE  suNDA¥  .~ooN  I  WENT  iro  THE  HOME  of
Joseph  and  EIlie  Greeuspan for  an  interview.  Sidney
Trott  was  also  present,  and,  after  settling  ourselves
with a drink, we began to discuss pachanga in  Cuba.
The   Greenspans,   who   are   avid   Cuban   music-and-
dance fans, had always made frequent trips to Cuba.
Sidney Trott, on advice from his heart specialist, tock
a vacation  there at least once  a month to  escape the
tensions Of his record business. These people had their
fingers  on  the  pulse  Of  Cuban  music  and  dancing
practically all  the  tine.

The younger folks, they agreed, were the ones who
influenced changes in Cuban dancing. They were more
receptive  to  change.  The  Fajardo  and  Aragon  cha-
rangas  had  played  on  the  radio  programs  and  tele-
vision  shows  in  Cuba  for  years.  It  was  always  the
policy to allow the teem-agers free admission  to  these
programs.

I  have  already  described  how  both  Fajardo  and
Aragon featured  dance  routines  which  the musicians

gedirsgegr::Sr£::::.P#:gFex:efi;:::3fanthc:r!apnedrf::=i8
in a  style  that  intrigued  the  youngsters.  It  was  cus-
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tomary  for  these  teem-agers  to  dance  in  the  aisles
during  the program  and  to  get  up  on  the  stage  and
dance with the musicians.  They would  copy the mu-
8icians'  steps,  adding  touches  of  their  own.  One  of
the main  steps  executed by  the boys  from  the  band
consisted Of a swinging side-to-side movement, while,
at the same time, tapping one foot close to the other
on  each  swing  (hereinafter  described  as  the  chass6
tap).  While  executing  this  tine  step,   the  dancers
would  co-ordinate  circular  movements  Of  the  arms,
reversing  these  arm movements  every  four  beats.  In
the later development of the dance  these  arm  move-
ments  were  discarded.  Other  movements  picked  up
by  the  youths  from  the  bands  are  the  present-day
trucking and chugging steps which the musicians had
used in their routines.

Where did Fajardo and Aragon get their materialp
In a personal interview, Fajardo told me he obtained
his  original  steps  from  the  singer-dancers  who  first
fronted his  band,  Maruxa and  Carey,  and  Heliodoro
and Esteban. When they left him he  choreographed
other routines based on the steps they had used. Later
on, when the song "La Pachanga" was  composed,  he
incorporated into his routines many Of the movements
that Eduardo Davidson had used in the original tele-
vision show in which he first introduced the music and
the dance. Fajardo says that the tnicking, shuffling and
chugging   variations,   which   he   termed   "charanga"
and which are explained in chapter  eight under that
name,  had  been  done  for  a  long  time.  Where  had
Maruxa  and  Carey,  Hehiodoro  and  Esteban  gotten
their  original  materialp

Well, the Greenspans, Trott and I engaged in a little
speculation and came up with the following explana-
tion. Both teams danced and sang a great deal in night
clubs where  they had the opportunity to  observe  the
routines  of  the  chorus  girls  and  the  guest  dancers,
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of whom many came from the United States. Not only
had  many  of  the  chorus  girls  received  their  training
in  America,  but  a  great many  of  the  choreographers
for  these  shows  were  either  American  or  American-
trained.  Therefore,  the  teams  would  observe  a  great
many American stylings and dance steps such as truck-
ing,  Suzy-Q,  charleston,  etc.  They  incorporated  these
steps into their routines  and used them in the dances
and  television  shows  where  they  were  emulated  by
the  general  public.  It  is  interesting  to  note  the  cir-
cular  route  this  type  of  dancing  took-from  America
to Cuba and back to America again, via the pachanga
Craze.

Elhie  Greenspan had further information which re-
vealed a second source of the infiltration of American
dances  into  Cuba.  A  short  time  before  the  ban  was
placed  on  American  travel  to  Cuba,  she  was  in  Ha-
vana  and spoke to  Odilio  Urf6 with reference  to  the
derivation  of  the  steps  to  the  dance,  pachanga.  Urfe
is  in  charge of  the  Musical  Institute  for  Folklore  In-
vestigations located in the lglesia de Paula, in Havana,
Cuba.  He  said  that  the  young  folks,  teem-agers  and
dance  enthusiasts  in  Cuba  had  picked  up  trucking,
Suzy-Q,  charleston  and  other  American  dance  forms
from  watching  old  American  movies  in  which  these
dances were performed.  They would take  these  steps
home,  practice  them  and  often  return  several  times
in  order  to  see  the  movie  sequences  in  which  these
steps  were  done.  They  applied  them  mostly  to  their
cha-cha-cha rhythms, and, after years of putting these
dances  through the  Cuban meat  grinder,  they finally
came out the other end as pachanga.
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T RE ART, TECHNIQUE AND REFREMENTS OF BALIJRcOM
I}ANCING have  always  followed  the  same  path  of  de-
velopment no matter what the dance. The unavoidable
chaos which almost always accompanies the birth of a
new dance is usually brought to  order by the efforts
of  a  few  educators  in  the  field,  beginning  with  the
most  highly  regarded  ballroom  dancers  whose  con-
summate execution Of the steps inspires their followers,
and continuing with the efforts of the dance teachers.

What has  taken  the  professional  years  to  acquire,
the average pupil thinks he can buy in a matter of a
few  lessons.  Good  dancing,  however,  requires  much
apphcation and hard work.

For some inexplicable reason many people consider
it inpossible to learn dancing from a book. They open
the book, thumb through a few pages, stop at a page
with a difficult diagram, make a half-hearted attempt
to perform it,  and then,  throwing  up  their hands  in
despair,  proclain loudly  and unequivocally  that  one
carmot lean to  dance from  a book.  The  college  stu-
dent,  studying  calculus  for  the first  tine,  would  cer-
tainly not expect to be able to solve a difficult problem
in  the  center  Of  his  textbook  without  first  studying
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the chapters leading up to it. An leaming is a gradual
process  and  to  lean  successfully,  one  must  follow  a
course   of  study.   'Iherefore,   fonow   the   suggestions
below  and  you  will  be  pleasantly  surprised  to  find
that learning a dance from a book is not the impossible
task one might at first  think.

There are many short oats  to leaning which have
been developed over the years to save time, effort and
work.  But,  strangely  enough,  time,  effort  and  work
are  the  only  true  elements  of  proper  learning.  Skip
them,  using  short  cuts,  and  inevitably  you  win  find
yourself second best.  Be  prepared  to  spend  sufficient
time  with  each  of  the  fundamental  movements  in
chapter nine so that you will have developed  a  solid
foundation  both  in  understanding  and  execution  be-
fore  proceeding  to  the  more  difficult  moves  in  chap-
ter ten.  Read the whtten instructions first and attempt
to  understand  them  clearly.  If  you  have  difficulty,
read them agaln. Then proceed to the diagrams. Prac-
tice  the  movement  very  slowly  without  the  music.
The  mind  works  best  through  concentrating  on  one
thing  at  a  time.  The  added  confusion  of  trying  to
keep time to the music only serves to make the attain-
ment of the step that much more difficult. After slowly
and   deliberately  figuring   out  the  foot  placements,
apply the timing which you find in chapter eight under
the  heading  of  Rhythms  and  Counting.  First  apply
the  Slow rhythm  and  then  the  Quick rhythm.  When
you  have  acquired  the  ability  to  perform  the  steps
and  co-ordinate  them  with  the  tilning,  then  turn  on
the  music,. and  there  you  are-perfection  in  motionl

If you have selected a fast recording youTh probably
be in for a big disappointment.  The ensuing  struggle
between your  limited  ability  and  the  speed you  will
have  set  for  yourself  will  no  doubt  result  in  your
picking up  the  book  and  tossing  it  out  the  window.
But if you start with a fairly slow recording that will
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give you a chance to stretch your wings, you wfll ex-
perience  the  ecstatic  thru  that  accompanies  the  at-
tainment of success through hard work.

After a little experience with a_pplying this Teqgd

gfo::a¥£'az°s?*hicdhev£[°Pth:°ge:E#ganraesfea:#[%
g;Soeup#i'evTopsueda€:al££¥:cmhiety:as]ynt:eggI1                      ,    _     _   _

i,  ro-r-th`the explanations-and ip  qagremmiFg.the steps,
i-i-;;e mad; every effort to be lucid so that you, too,
can become an expert pcohangtjero.

Now on with our best shoes-Let's Dancel
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MGu!siscsaar¥eo#¥ab:fiviRaht#Efis
ABE-HONS

AFTER READIN.G DANCE  NorEs  AND  BooKS  oN  DANonc
for many years, I have come to the conclusion that the
use  of  abbreviations  for  the  sake  of  saving  space
serves  only  to  confuse  the  student.  Among  the  pro-
fessionals, who after much experience have leaned to
read dance notes and abbreviations, this space-saving
method of writing has  a certain value. To the begin-
nor the use of these short cuts only comphicates  even
further the already involved explanations necessary to
describe  a step  fully.  Consequently,  in  the  following
descriptions, very few abbreviations  are to be found.
The only abbreviations I have found necessary to use
are those of the RIGHT FOOT and the LEFT FOOT,
i.e.:

.Left Foot
• RIcht Foot

DIACRAus
Where it is necessary to show the positions  of the

:::tfors]¥tasuinf3:it:ageanrig¥teFuoS::.EeeoELfik;;:Ht€
prints  represent  the Left .Foot.
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all numbers  also  are  placed in  each foot  diagram
correspond with  the  numbered  description  of  the

y,,Description

I.  Left Foot forward

2.  Right Foot forward

i      lf there is a pivoting motion on the ball of the foot

:: \ it tis  indicated  thus:
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If there is a pivoting motion on the heel Of the foot
it js indicated thus:

®
A sliding movement of the foot in a forward direc-

tion:

A sliding movement of the foot in a backward direc-
tion:

PAca-CA
s .ne cotJ~G

AIl of the patterns in this bock may be executed in
itL=r-a sLo; rhythm  or  in  a  QulcK rhythm.  In  the
;w rhythm yore use  only sLow  steps.  In  the  Qurex

_                                    ®                  ,                  11        ,
_   -'      ___,   _                  ,

ythm you use only puck steps. A sl.ow step is held•           ,           ,1,                              _11__
-., ___  ,  _
or two counts Of in.usic. A Qu~ex step is held I or only

count  of  music.  As  the  tempo  Of  the  music  in-
i-e-as-e-s,  the  quae[:  rhythm  becomes  more  difficult  to
Peee¥t:mrielfQ£:¥gfr:fris,t:s°efg:ts°LoC£T#y£::
cellent dancers  alternate from QulcK to  sLow rhythm
and vice versa for some very interesting effects.

To fully understand the difference between a sl.ow
step  and  a Qurex step,  study the following  exercises:

.          '11_i,. ,~d;runT_floL `| to 4 in-; typi6al military manner,  strik-
!' ing a tempo  about the  s-dine  speed used by  an  army

-_                      ,                               ,_              ,11___-C,    _    ____-JF_  _

drin  master  as  he  counts  a  -strict  cadence  for  the
marching  soldiers  under his  command-I,  2,  3,  4;  I,
2,  3,  4,  etc.  Now  if  you  march  in  place  in  time  to
the cadence, alternating I eet, Let t, Right, Left, Richt,

;\i,I, and  step  on'ce  on  each- count,  you  will  be  executing

Qurex steps. Each step taken is a Qurex step.

Left           RIcht
12

Quick          Quick

Left           RIcht
34

Quick         Quick

However, using  the  same  cadence,  if you hold  each
step  for  a  duration  Of  two  counts,  then  each  step
becomes  a sl-ow step.  As you march, hold  each  step
for  two  counts.

:i,:;t     ;l;I:     :i:;t
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Let's  take  a  sinple  pachanga  pattern  and  apply

these rhythms  to it.

IIIE SIVING STEP

LFsidewards aboutl2inches. i;T     I
Close RF to LF and tap ban Of

SLoW               QUICK

2.. 8Es::9d:g°:odsfibo=tdl2faFcbhfrs.of 3; £             3
LF to floor.                                         3,  4                4

=REorfueo=fi!
START   I                              START

I-I
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epcat  the  SWING  sTEp,  swinging  baLck  and  forth  as
ftan  as  desired.  Practice  the  above  step  in  slow
hythm. Now try it in Quex rhythm. Remember, that
tfrex rhythm is' twice as I ast as srow rhythm
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C-TED IX
Elementary Figures

UST WHAT  THE  BAslc  PACHANGA  sTEp  Is  is  a  rather
_

Jdifficult  question  to   answer.  A  basic  step   can  be
___   ___-     .`,   *t,    I+   JLCLI+4t:71

defined as  a movement which typifies  the dance  and
to  which  you  constantly  return.    It  may  be  termed
a\ sort of tine step with which you mark tine whfle
you think of what to do next. Pachanga has a number

:fdethdesfes°dcanal::dingefos:ep£SinE:I:£°rie':o?::een¥:
I.  Charanga

[[.:Le¥fuEirggtep
Ill.  The chass6 tap
IV.  The chass6 swing

F¥=:a:r:i:Ere:sag=:b§£pfwan:ecnh£:s¥pdat%:ep::clan:dg::h:£
d.ancers  apply it in  its  original  fom with  great  suc-
cess, particularly those who are old enough to remem-
ber  it,  and  who  retain  the  old  style.  Some  dancers
have changed the original style somewhat, but, change
it  as  you  may,  it  is  nevertheless  basically  tmcking.
Consequently,  I  have  borrowed  the  word  from  the
old  step  and  apphied  it  as  the  name  Of  subdivision
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-a" Of the fist fundamental movement Of pachanga.

Usually,  in teaching dandng,  one begins  with the
easiest and simplest and progresses to the more diffi-
cult.  In dealing with this dance, however, I am going
to begin with the most difficult step Of all,  charanga,
because charanga is done more often than any Of the
other steps, particularly among teem-agers  and young
adults. If you watch the dancers  on the floor,  at the
Palladium Ballroom in New York or at the Caravana
Club in the Bronx, the majority Of them will be doing

g¥sofffiri;go::#¥dgthb:yan#i:s:tt:i;>iEoasFia:brmfe%
dancers.  These  are  easier  movements,  more   easily
learned,  more  easfly  taught,  and  bearing  more  re-
semblance  to  balhoom  dancing  than  the  wild  gyra-
tious  of  the  charanga  adherents.   Those  of  us  who
are  dance  educators  are  attempting  to  give  equal
stress  to  all  four  Of  the  fundamental  movements  so
that  pachanga  will  bloom  into  a  full-blown  dance
and not die a quick death

FUNDARENTAI.  I+enARANGA
Note:  In the explanations below,  only the man's part
is described.

The girl does the exact opposite or counterpart.
Charanga may be divided into two parts:  a)  truck-

ing,  b)   chugging.  Both  forms  are  used:   a)   a  soft,

#h¥ih8thme°¥::#eb|r:u';#%hin¥odEe°Vfleo:ren#
enphasis.

ai)  Tracking`  The dancer may tmck in a very sinple manner, as

will be described in Method I, or in a complex, highly-
stylized  manner  as   in  Method  11.   Because   of   the
comparative complexity of the highly stylized Method
11, it is best executed to the sLow rhythm described in
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chapter  eight.  Method  I,  being  sinpler  to  perform,
may more easily be done to the Qunx rhythm.

RE"OI) I
Mark time in place as a soldier would.
Step in plaoe on the LF, and at the same time bend

the right ]mee and lift the RF off the floor.
Step in place on the RF and at the same time bend

the left knee and lift the LF off the floor.
Now  march  in  place,  alternating  feet:  left,  richb

left, richt.

Truehing in Phae
To convert this step into trucking is sinple indeed.

Begin by marching in place slowly, counting 2 counts
to each step.

Step:            left       right       left       right
Count:           I,2       3,4       I,2       3,4

Now  continue  as  follows:
On the count of 1,  step in place on the LF as  ex-

plained  above.
On  the  count  of  2,  turn  the  left  toe  to  the  left;

pivoting on the heel of the LF and bringing the toe Of
the raised RF back to a position near the left heel

esi+-on-R
On the count of 3, step in place on the RF as ex-

plained above.
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On the count Of 4,  turn the right toe  to  the right,
pivoting on the heel of the  RF  and bringing  the  toe
Of the raised LF back to a position near the right heel.

-OFF

Examine what you  are  doing,  and you  should  ob-
serve  that you  are  still  marching  in  place,  but  each
tine  you  take  a  step,  you  are  adding  the  turn  out
Of  the  toe.

Styling ond Techadyue
Accompanying this  trucking movement is  a  styling

consisting  Of  an  alternate  relaxing  and  straightening
Of the knees.

Each  time you  step  in  place,  the  knees  are  bent
slightly or relaxed  (count  1).

Each tine you  shade the toe of the  supporting foot
out  to  the  side,  the  knee  straightens,  but  does  not
lock  (count 2).

-OD 1I
This  is  a much more  difficult method  of  trucking.

it adds  a  highly-stylized  floor  rond  de  7'cmz7e,  which
is a circular movement Of the foot.

Prepare by standing with both feet parallel,  a few
I    inches  apart,  with weight  equally  distributed  on  the

heels and toes Of both feet, knees relaxed.
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Now  bend  the  left  knee  and  lift  the  foot  off  the

floor,  bringing  it  straight  back  to  a  position  where
the toe of the LF is shightly behind and a few inches
to  the  left  of  the  right  heel  with  only  the  left  toe
touching the floor.

You are now ready to begin to tnick with the LF.
Step  1,

Press  the  toe  of  the  LF  to  the  floor  and,  with  a
sliding or digging motion, slide the LF forward down
to the heel,  bringing it  to its  original position  along-
side the RF.  Transfer your weight completely  to  the
heel and toe of the LF and remove your weight from
your  RF,  allowing your right toe,  only,  to  remain in
contact with the floor and bend your right knee.
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Stap  2:
With weight  on  LF,  slide  the  left  toe  a  few  inches
to the left, keeping the ball Of the foot in contact with
the floor  and  pivoting  on  the  left  heel.

At the same time, keep the right toe in  contact with
the floor, and slide the RF out to the right and back-
wards  in  a  circular  motion  so  that  the  RF  comes  to
rest  in  back  of  the  LF  and  about  six  inches  to  the
right  Of  the  left  heel  with  right  toe  touching  floor.
This is the same relative position in which we placed
the  LF  as  a  preparatory  position  prior  to  Count  I,
above,

Position  Of feet  at  completion  Of  Step  2.
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Now you are in a position preparatory to tmcking with
the  RF.  Proceed  as  follows:

Step  3,
Press the toe of the RF to the floor and, with a sliding
or digging motion, shde the RF forward down to  the
heel  bringing  it  to  a  position  alongside  the  LF  and
a few inches to  the right.  Transfer weight completely
to the heel and toe of the RF and remove your weight
from  the  LF,  allowing  only  the  toe  of  the  LF  to  re-
`main  in  contact  with  the  floor  with  left  knee  bent.

Step  4,
With weight on  RF,  slide  the right  toe  a  few inches
to  the  right,  keeping  the  ball  of  the  foot  in  contact
whthefloorand§othifer]8htheeL

At  the  same  time,  keep  the  left  toe  in  contact  with
the floor,  and slide the LF slightly forward out to  the
left  and  backwards  in  a  circular  motion  so  that  the
LF  comes  to  rest  in  back  of  the  RF  and  about  six
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inches to the left of the right heel with the toe touch-
ing  the  floor.  This  is  the  same  position  in  which  we
placed the LF as a preparatory position prior to start-
ing to truck on that foot.

Position  Of  feet  at  completion  of  step  4.

"    Repeat, trucking altemately with left and right feet

as  of ten  as  desired.

Trucking  Styitng  and  Techoiqi!e:
Knees  .  .  .    On  Step  1,  bend  both  knees  slightly.

On   Stap   2,   straighten   knees   slightly
without locking them.
On  Step  3,  bend   both   knees    slightly
once more.
On  Step  4,  straighten   knees   slightly
without locking.

Hips  .  .  .      On  Step  1,  m6ve  hips  forward  shightly.
On  Step  2,  pull  hips  backward.
On  Steb  3,  move hips forward.
On  Step  4,  pull  hips  backward.
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As the knees bend the hips move forward.  As  the
knees  straighten  the  hips  move  backward.   Trucking
may be done in closed-dance position, partners stand-
ing  slightly  apart  to  permit  freedom  of  movement.
It may also be done in challenge position, without hand
or body contact, and standing two or more feet apart.
In the more exaggerated and uurestrained form of the
dance,  the dancers  truck in  all  directions,  in front o£,
in  back  of,  and  around  their  partners,  sometimes  reh
moving handkerchiefs from  their pockets  and Lwaving
them wildly around their heads  in  a  circular motion.
Needless  to  say  in  the  ballroom  form  of  the  dance,
this  ostentation is unnecessary. Variations  of this  fun-
damental movement will be described in the chapter
immediately  following.

t,)  Chagging
Prepare by  standing with both  feet parallel,  about

six  inches  apart,  with  weight  equally  distributed  on
the heels and toes of both feet, knees relaxed.

Chagging on both feat
Step  1,
Lifting both heels  slightly off the floor,  slide forward
on  the  balls  of  both  feet  a  few  inches,  immediately
dropping to both heels.
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Step  2..
Recover by shiding backward on balls-of both feet to
original  position.  Repeat  Steps  I  and  2  as  often  as
desired.

Single  AI±ernate Chagging
To  lean  this  movement  easfty,  begin  by  chugging
forward and sliding backward on both feet as  above.
Then,  employing  the  same  technique,  altemate  LF
and RF, first chugging forward and sliding backward
on  the  LF  and  then  chugging  forward  and  sliding
backward  on  the  RF,  6.e...

Step  1,
Chug forward on the LF, making certain to drive your
Weight completely forward onto your  LF.   RF  moves
sideward  and  backward.   The  weight  must  remain
on the LF.
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Step  3,
Chug forward on RF, driving your weight completely
forward onto your RF.  LF moves sideward and back-
ward.  Now the weight must remain on RF.
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F,  keeping  your  weight  com-

72

Step  2..
Slide  backward
pletely on the
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Stap  4:
Slide  backward  on  RF,  keeping  your  weight  com-
pletely on the  RF.

I
1

\,`1
Repeat Steps I to 4 as often as desired.

Ch¥ggSng Tgchvi.qpee  and  Styling
On Steps 1 and 3, as you chug forward, bend knees

slightly.
On Steps 2 and 4, as you slide backward, straighten

knees.
As you slide forward to the heel, there is a decided

accent bearing down hard on the heel.
In  the  sliding  movements  forward  and  backward,

the foot travels only a few inches.

Do~ubke  4IteTrrate  Chagging
Counting from I to 8, on Steps I to 4, chug forward

and  slide  backward  twice  on  LF.   On  Steps  5  to  8,
chug  forward  and  slide  backward  twice  on  RF.

Repeat I through 8 as of ten as desired.
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Tripze Chagging

Counting from I to 8, on Steps 1 to 6, chug forward
and  slide  backward  three  tines  on  LF.   On  Step  7,
step in place on RF.  On Step 8, stay in place on LF.
On  Steps  I  to  6,  chug  forward  and  slide  backwardd
three  times  on RF.   On  Step  7,  step  in  place  on  LF,
on count 8,  step in place  on RF.   Repeat as  often as
desired.

FUNDAh4ENTAI.  I
The Swing Step
Step  1:
I.F sideward.

•    0-09
Step  2..
Close RF to LF and tap ball Of RF to  the floor.

.,+      Oe-I
Step  3:
RF sideward.

illE-E
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Step  4:
cioseLFtoREfldngaLFithefloor

Repeat as  desired.

Styling and technique
Throughout this step there is  a sHght straightening

and relaxing of the knees.  On  I  and 3  the knees  are
straight  without  locking  and  on  2  and  4  the  knees
are relaxed slightly. This technique results in a slight
up-and-down,  bobbing  motion.

The feet are lifted clear of the floor on each step.

hrNI]AMENTAL  H-nlE  cHAssE  TAI.
In  balhoom  dancing  parlance,  a  chass6  is  defined

as a figure of three steps, in which the feet come to a
close  on  the  second  step.  The  chase'  ±ap  consists  of
a chass6 done sidewards to the left followed by a tap,
alternating with a chass6 done sidewards  to the right
followed by a tap.
Step  1,
LF sidewards, taking about a 12-inch step.

6LOO
Step  2..
Close RF to LF keeping ball of foot in  contact with
the floor.
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Step  3,
LF sideward.

6,-CI
Step  4[
Close RF to LF and tap ball of RF to floor, without atransferofwefit©ri

Step  5,
RF  sideward,  taking  about  a  12-inch  step.

illEH
Step6:
LF close to RF, keeping ball Of foot in coDtact with the
floor,

illiiiiillH
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Step 1,
RF sideward.

PAqENGIA
/I

illE=E
Stay  8..   `
LF  close to RF and tap ball Of LF to floor without
a transf er Of weicht.

0
-----          :

Repeat steps lno  as  often as desired.
Styling and techalyue

Throughout this step there is a slight stralghtening
and  bending  of  the  knees.   On  1  and  3  knees  are
straight  without  locking.   On  2  and  4  knees  are  re-
laxed  snghtly.  This  results  in  an  up-and-down,  bob-
bing feeling.

The feet are lifted clear of the floor  on  every step
but  the  second.   On  the  second  step  the  ball  Of  the
moving f oot is kept in contact with the floor until it
closes   to  the  opposite  foot,  resulting  in   a  slfding
motion,

FUNDAMENTAI.  Iv-TTm  cHAssE  SwINC
Since  you  are  already  acquainted  with  the  chass6

tap and the swing step, this movement should be easy
to master. It is simply a combination of both of these
stepr„   The  first  four  steps  constitute  the  chass6  tap,
and the next four, the swing step.

Step  No.
CHASSE  TAP    I.   LF sidewfd.
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2.   Close  RF  to  LF  sliding  ball  Of
foot on floor.

3.   LF sideward.
4.   Close RF  to  LF  and  tap ball  Of

RF  to  floor  without  transferring
weight.

SWING  STEP    5.   RF sideward.
6.   Close  LF  to  RF  and tap ball Of

LF  to  floor.
7.   LF sideward.
8.   Close RF  to  LF  and  tap ball  Of

RT to floor.
CHASSE  TAP    9.   RF  sideward.

10.   Close  LF  to  RF,  sliding  ball  Of
foot on floor.

11.   RF sideward.
12.   Close  LF  to  RF  and  tap ball  Of

LF  to  floor  without  transferring
weight.

SWING  STEP  13.   LF  sideward.
14.   Close  RF  to  LF  tapping ban  Of

RF to floor.
15.   RF sideward.

'16.   Close  LF  to  RF  tapping ball  of

LF  to  floor.  Beginning  with  the
LF,  return  to  Step  No.   I  and
repeat.

p®¢L8£¢s¥eward6_08
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4.  Close RF to LF and tap ball Of RF to floor withouttrndengwife-$

5REnd±tie-e

6eroseITtofiffianfiIT6fro
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8.  Close RF to LF and tap ball Of RF to floor.

illH-H
9.  RF sideward.

illE-H
10.  Close IJJ to RF, snding ban Of fcot on flou.

illEH
11. RE sidewal

illH-Eu
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12CloseLFtbRE±anfiLiofloor

|3LFs|deward6-a,

L4CioseRTtofiapr=f5toflcor

15REsrdewndo,_,

]6C]oselftofiffialfilf,torfu
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lyling and Technique
Apply the same styling and technique in this figure

as was appked in the swing step and the chass6 tap.

Ctosed and Cha"enge Postfrone
'  A  closed-dance  position  is  one  in  which  the  man
dances fairly close to the woman, his loft hand holding
her  right  and  his  right  hand  resting  on  her  back,
usually   just   below   her   loft   shoulder   blade.   The
woman's  left hand rests  on  the  man's  right  shoulder
or on the top Of his richt arm.  This is  a general  de+
schption of the Closed-dance position with four-hand
contact used on the ballroom dance floor.

A challenge position is one in which the partners are
separated a short distance apart,  with no hand  con-
tact at all.

The  foregoing  steps  may  be  executed  in  either

Drawing  Are Amdegu
An interesting and invaluable learning device which

stand you in great stead in any form Of study and
particLilarly in the  study Of  dancing,  is  the  principle
Of drawing an analogy.  Make  a comparison between
what you  are presently studying  and  something  you
have previously mastered and know very weu,  and a
great deal Of the difficulty involved with acquiring that
new shell or that fancy step will suddenly disappear. In
leaning to dance, never approach any pattern without
examining it thoroughly with the thoucht in mind that
perhaps somewhere in your previous training, you may
have done,  or seen something like it.  As  a matter Of
fact, you do not have to linit your comparisous to pre-
vious dance training. There are many actions one per-
forms in his everyday life which will prove surprisingly
eff ective in drawing an analogy.

To  draw  an  analogy is  to  find  a  likeness  between
things  that  at first  seem  to  appear  entirely  different.
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Because it is to the mind what right is to the eye, draw-
ing an analogy enlightens the mind, enabling it to dis-
cover things that were hidden before.

To illustrate, let us  turn to  the fundamental mover
ments of the dance, pachanga,  and make a few  com-
parisous. The following analogies may serve as an aid
in attaining an understanding of the first fundamental
movements deschbed in chapter nine. Remember that
no matter how far removed the comparison may seem,
if the analogy reveals the slightest glimmer of right, it
has served its purpose. One fundamental of the dance,
pachanga, is the movement termed charanga.

Charanga..
a)  Have you ever gone home with your shoes cov-

ered with mud  and attempted  to  scrape it from  the
bottom of your shoes on the mat provided at the front
door for just that purpose? As you scrape off the mud,
press hard against the mat and pull your feet slightly
backwards  on  each  movement.  Each  time  your  foot
hits  the mat,  dig  in,  beginning with  the  ban  of  the
foot and continuing right down to the heel.  Make the
movement  slow  and rhythmic.  Now,  each  tine your
foot  strikes  the  mat,  turn  the  toe  outwards.  If  you
count 1 each tine your foot slides into the mat and 2
each  time  you  turn  out  your  toe,  you  will  be  per-
forming a movement  close  to  what we  are  trying  to
achieve-the trucking motion of charanga.

b)  'Those of you who have studied the dance forms
of the American Indian may draw an excellent analogy
to the chugging motion of charanga. Even if you have
only seen Indians  dancing in the movies,  this  should
give  you  a  start.  Examine  the  chugging  motion  in
chapter nine with this in mind and youu see what I
mean.

c)  Those  of you  who  have  studied  the  dance  cha
cha cha will remember a basic movement which moved
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s6de fo s`£de rather than forward and backward.
i;Tor £¥ample :Step      I         MoveLFtolcftside

"        2         Brfug RF to LF
"        3         Move LF to left side
"        4        Bring RF to LF
"        5        Step in place with LF

6         Move RF to right side
7         Bring LF to RF
8         Move RF to right side
9         Bring LF to RF
0        Step in place with RF

ose  of  you  who  are  familiar  with  this  movement
will remember that on steps  4  and 5,  and 9 and  10,

to that de-
5chbed above, as if cleaning the mud off your shoes.
you shuffled your feet in a mamer similar

A constant repetition of this pawing, scraping or shuf-`
fling  motion  will  make  the  chugging  movements  Of
charanga easier to understand. If, each time your foot
strikes -the floor, you turn out the toe slightly, you will
be trucking.

d)  Instead  of  accentuating  the  upward,  or  back-
ward movements of the feet, accentuate the downward 't

I `or forward movements. ,Dig your feet forward and into•;the  floor  rather  than  backward  and  away  from  the

floor. Apply a strict rhythm to the movements Of your
feet, counting two counts for each alternation of I oot-
work.  Count  (left foot)  one,  (richt  foot)  two,  (left
foot)  three,  (right foot)  four.  Now,  each  tine  your
foot  strikes  the floor,  turn the  toe  outwards  pivoting
on your  heel.  Count  I-and  2-and  3-and  4-and.  Each
tine you count the "and" beat, turn your toe outwards.
Your  foot  should  strike  the  floor  on  the  numbered
count  and  turn outwards  on  the  "and"  count.  Again
you are trucking.
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e)  An analogy may be drawn between skipping and

the chugging movement of charanga. Skip around the
room  and slowly linit your movement until you  are
skipping in place.  If  you  have  ever  skipped  rope  in
place, or observed a fighter skipping rope in place, you
have the idea. As you skip in place, instead of remain-
ing on the toes, drive your heel into the ground each
time your foot  strikes  the  floor.  Get  the  feeling  of  a
downward  movement  rather  than  an  upward  one.
Once you begin digging into the floor, you will observe
that just after your foot digs into the floor to the heel,
it  is  followed  by  a  backward  shading  motion  of  the
same foot. If you read this paragraph over a few times
and apply it diligently, you will find that you will be
able to  strike  a perfect  analogy between  skipping  in
place  and  the  chugging  movements  of  charanga  ex-
plained in chapter nin.e. Now, instead of applying the
usual skipping feel of and 1-and 2-and 3-and 4, apply a
strict count similar to that of an army sergeant drilling
his men,  ( i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4 )  applying. this count so that on
1  and 3 your foot strikes  the floor  down to  the heel,
and on 2 and 4 you recover by sliding backwards oD
that sane foot.

+

The Cha8€ Stt;frog.. Those who have had cha cha cia
training  can  make  a  good  comparison  between  this
movement and the cha cha cha basic movement which

~  moves from side-to-side rather than forward and back-
ward. The side to side basic is  set forth above under
dranga analogies, paragraph "c". Examine the chass6
swing  as  set  fo]th  in  chapter  9  and  you  will  notice
that it consists of the triple movement of the cha cha
cha, followed by the very simple swing step. You may
think of it as aha Cha Cha-tap-step-tap-step-tap, Cha
aha  Cha-tap-step-tap,step-tap.  The  analogy  here  is
that the three steps of the chass6 are exactly the same
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the triple movenient Of the cha cha cia.

hG  CZusS€  Tap..  A  chass6,  as  explained  in  chapter
ine, is a figure of three steps in which the feet come
) a close on the second step.  In executing a cha-cha-i:,'pha  triple  step  in  a  sideward  direction,  -you  are  ac-

goalal:X:CourFfa:nc:a£6ks:::I::;reeati¥:Stag:t=ppi:
movement of a cha-cha-cha sideward basic, first to the
left, followed by a tap, and then to the right followed
by a tap.  For those who  do  not know  a  cha-cha-cha
sideward  basic,  reference  should  be  made  to  para-

aph "c," under  charanga  analogies  in  this  chapter.
ou may think of the movement as  cha cha cha,  tap,
st to the left,  then to the right.

nferz"de.. A Nofe fo the Pro  (A dissertation ained at
e professional dance teacher. )
Should the accents of the shuffling, trucking,  chug-
ng  step  variations  in  pachanga  be  stress`ed  on  the

dounbeats of 1 and 3 or the upbeats of 2 and 4 of the
Dun beats Of a measure of pachanga music? This is a
ontroversial point causing a great deal of heated dis-
ussion   among   the   professionals    and   the   better-

ormed  amateurs  in  the  Latin-music  field.
Julio  Sabater,  who  is  considered  by  most  of  the

abitu6s  of the Palladium  Ballroom  to  be  one  of  the
op dancers of pachanga,  shuffles away on the down-
eat.  His  Palladium  perfomances  every  Wednesday
ght   should   thoroughly   convince   any   on-looking
mce savant where the ball lies. To  substantiate this

principle  even  further,  one  of  the  highlights  of  the
{show  is  the  presentation  of  a  group  of  expert  pc}-
!lehangt!eros who shuffle out and proceed to punish the
i.!ri-6-6r-°6-i -ire  a-6`ri=b=a-t. -N-ettie  -Rt:bin-stein, I who  pos-
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sesses an infallible sense of rhythm, will ten you that
her natural rhythmic reaction to the music is to dance
it on the dounbeat.

Dancers who have  entered  the Latin field  through
the medium of mambo and who have had hittle experi-
ence with the  earlier  and truer expressions  of Cuban
rhythms,  find  it  difficult  to  throw  off  the  confining
chains   Of   the   customary   accents   on   the   2-and   4-
upbeat. Their appreciation of Cuban music has been
so affected by this  conditioning that they can neither
en].oy nor understand any other rhythm. Unfortunately,
this attitude places a definite limitation on their danc-
ing.  They try to  take  every Latin  dance  rhytlim  and
apply their 2-and-4 beat accents to it. In doing so they
display a lack of inagination and a limited knowledge
Of  the  intricacies  of  Cuban  dancing.  They  are  pres-
ently  making  this  ndstake  in.  dancing  pachanga-a
downbeat dance all the way.  The music is written to
convey a definite emphasis on beats Of 1  and 3 Of the
measure.   Mambo   dancers   insist   that   while   doing
mambo they can more easily convert to pachanga and
back  to  mambo  by  retaining  the  2-and-4  beat  feel.
They find it difficult to make the change from the up-
beat acoent. Good Cuban dancers can make the change
quite  easily  because  downbeat,  primitive  dancing  is
familiar to them. It gives them the opportunity to play
with more than one  rhythmic approach,  to  throw off
the  Confining  yoke  Of  pure  mambo  and  embrace  the
limitless satisfaction involved in toying with all of the
beats  in  a  measure  of  music.

Those  dancers  who  understand  and  dance  to  the
principles  of  the  claves  beat  use  this   two-measure
phrase   to   keep   a   close   correlation   between   their
dancing and the music, so that no matter how intricate
the syncopations  of the music become,  and no matter
how  intricate  their  own  dance  syncopations  become,
there is always the strong bond Of claves between the
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dancer  and  the  orchestra.  Uninformed  dancers  feel
that to stay within the claves rhythm, one must always
adhere to the principles Of stressing the beats of 2 and
4 of the measure. This is fine for the begiuner and for
those whose rhythm is  poorly developed  and limited.
But  the  consummate  professional,  well-versed  in  the
art  of  syncopated  Cuban  dancing,  knows  that  there
are five perfectly good beats  in  claves rhythm,  and is
cognizant of the existence of all the tittle beats around
and  between  those  basic  five  beats.  He  uses  claves
rhythm  as  a basic  guide  to  which  he  can  constantly
return af ter a complicated excursion into the realm of
syncopation.



-TED I
Popular Varlatlons

VARATloNsMATBErmFonrmADI]BrruMborrowin8
moves and positions from other danoes such as mambo,
cha cha cha, merengue, rhumba, etc. The simplest ex-
ample, the upderam turn, is shown here apphied to each
Of the four fundamental movements.

Leading and Foflowlng
The  leader  first  establishes   a  single,   repetitious,

rhythmic pattern by repeatedly performing one of the
four fundamental movements. Having established him-
self and the girl in one pattern, he then leads her into
a variation. The girl, throughout the variation, adheres
to  the  pattern  previously  established  by  the  leader
until she again returns to him in regular closed-dance
position.  Thereafter,  the  leader  may  change  his  pat-
tern to one of the other fundamental movements  and
then lead a variation in that movement. The following
patterns may be  done  to  Slow or  Quick rhythm.  Re-
view these I.hythms in chapter eight.

The  Urrderarm Turn
Using ally of the four fundamental movements,  the

leader,  as  his  LF  begins  the  first  step  of  the  pattern,
leads the girl under his left arm causing her to turn to
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her right. He continues to hold her right hand in his
left hand with which he leads the turn.

The girl, begirming with her RF, responds to the lead
by tuning under the upraised left  arm  of  the  man,
and  completes  one  full  turn  to  her  right,  upon  the
completion of which  she  should  again  be  facing her
partner in closed-dance position. During this turn she
maintains the particular rhythm and pattern previously
estabhished by the leader.  She may take any number
Of c"nts to complete the turn, but it is better form to
complete the turn in four or eight counts.

During  the  execution  of  this  movement  the  man
keeps  tine using the same fundamental pattern that
the girl is using which he had previously estabHshed.
The  Underarm. Turr.  Aipviied to  Cluranga

This is fairly sinple bcoause all the girl has to do is
continue trucking around in a circle to her right until
she again faces the man. The other three fundamentals
may be done in the mamer described below.
The  Underarm. Turn  Apptled to  the  Su]ing Stap.
Step  I:  Man steps to his left with his LF, and begins

executing the swing step from which he never
deviates   throughout   the   entire   movement.
Consequently,  it  is  not  ncoessary  to  explain
his  part in  detail  and  only  the  girl's  move-
ments are described below.

Step  1:  Girl steps sidewards and toward the rear with
her RF, tuning to her richt under man's up-
raised left arm, executing approxinately one-
half a turn and almost facing away from the
man.
Girl brings her LF up to her RF and taps the
floor with her toe without transferring weight.

Step  3:  Continuing  to  turn to  her  right  so  that  her
richt shoulder is facing the man and she is at
richt angles to his body, girl steps to the left
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with her LF, swhging away from the man.

Step  4:  Girl then brings her RF to her LF,  tapping
toe of RF to floor.

Step  5:  Continuing to turn shichtly to the right so that
she is begirming to again face the man,  girl
steps sidewards and toward him with her RF.

Step  6:  Continuing  to  turn  richt,   girl  now  nearly
faces the man and brings her LF to her RF,
tapping the toe to the floor.

Step  7:  Girl  moves  into  closed-dance  position   and
steps  sidewards  with  her  LF  executing  the
exact counterpat of what the man is doing.

Step 8.  Girl brings her RF to her LF, tapping the toe
to  the floor,  and resumes  the swing step in
closed position with the man.

The  Underarm. Turn  A!pphed to the  Chass6-Tap
Step  I:  Man steps to his left with his LF and begins

exeouting the chass6-tap which he  continues
throuch the entire movement. For this reason
his  pat is not  desch.bed in  detafl  and  only
the girl's movements are set forth below.

Steps  14:  Girl, begivning with her RF, turns to her
right under man's upralsed left arm, mov-
ing to a position where she is almost facing
away from the man. To move to this posi-
tion  she employs  the first four  steps  Of a
chass6  tap.  She  steps  sidewards  with her
RF, closes her LF to her RF, and changes
weight, again steps sidewards with her RF,
and finally brings ber LF  to her RF  and
taps the toe Of her RF to the floor without
changing weight.

Steps  5ng:  Now continuing to turn right to a position
where her richt shoulder is facing the man
and she is in a position at right angles  to
his body, girl steps sideward with her LF,
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swinging away from the man, closes RF to
LF,   steps   sidewards   again,   and   finally
closes RF to LF tapping toe o£ RF on floor.
These  steps  must  be  rather  short  or  girl
will move too far away from the man caus-
ing uncomfortable  awkwardness with the
arms too far outstretched.

Steps  9-12:  The girl executes four steps Of the chass6-
tap, begirming with her RF, continuing to
turn to  the  right  so  that  she  is  now  be-
ginning to face her partner. RF sidewards
toward  man,  close  LF  to  RF,  RF  side-
wards, bring LF to RF and tap toe to floor.

teps  13-16:  Beginning with her LF,  girl moves into
closed-dance  position  and  falls  into  step
with    the   man   performing    the    exact
Counterpart  of  his  steps,  as  he  performs
the chass6 tap.

The  Underan'r. Turr.  A;pplted to  the  Chass6-Swing
Having apphed the underarm turn to both the swing

step and the cha.ss6 tap, it is simple to apply it to the
chass6 swing. As in the previous movements, the man
beginning with his LF, steps sidewards and begins to
execute the chass6 tap which he continues throughout
the  entire movement.  Therefore,  only  the  girl's  part
appears below.
Steps  14:  Girl beginning with her RF  turns  to  her

right under man's upraised left arm, mov-
ing to a position where she is beginning to
face away from the man. To move to this
position she employs the first four steps of
the chass6 swing. She steps sidewards with
her RF, closes her LF to her RF, steps side-
wards   again   with   her   RF,   and   finany
brings her LF to her RF tapping the toe to
the floor without transferring weight.
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Steps  5no:  Continuing to turn to her richt so that her

right shoulder is facing the man and she is
in a position at a right angle to his body,
girl  steps  sidewards  with  her  LF  swing-
ing away from the man. Girl then brings
her RF to her LF, tapping her right toe to
the floor. Continuing to turn shightly to the
right so that  she begins  to face the man,
girl steps  sidewards  and  toward the man
with her RF.  Girl then brings her LF to
her RF and taps the left toe to the floor.

Steps  9-12:  Begirming  with  her  LF,  givl  steps  side-
wards and toward the man who is begin-
ming  to  move  into  closed-dance  position.
Girl  closes her RF  to her LF,  steps  sideL
wards again with her LF, and finally closes
her RF to her LF, tapping the right toe to
the floor.

'' Steps  13-16:  By this tine the girl is  again in closed-
dance position and continues by executing
the  exact  countcapari  of  the man's  steps.
She  steps  sidewards  with  her  RF,  brings
her LF to her RF tapping the left toe on
the floor, steps sidewards with her LF, and
finally brings her RF  to her LF, tapping
the right toe on the floor.

The  Crossover  Swing
Utilizing the chass6 swing, we prcoeed as fonows:

MAN                                       GIRL

(The  first  16  counts  are     (The  fist  16  counts  are
done to the left side.)           done to the right side.)
Step  No.                                     Step  No.

Ino: BeginningwithLF         lno:  Girl  executes  the
to left side, execute the         exact  counterpart.
first eight counts of the
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chass6  swing.  LF  side-
wards, RF close to LF,
LF sidewards, RF close
to LF  and tap toe.  RF
sidewards, bring LF to
RF   and   tap   toe,   LF
sidewards, bring RE to
LF  and  tap  toei
9-12:  RF  sidewards,
LF   close   to   \RE,   RF
sidewards, bring LF  to
RF and tap toe. As the
man  executes  this  part
Of   the   movement   he
turns  one-quarter  of  a
tan to his right so that
his  left  shoulder  is  to-
ward the givl and he is
holding her right hand
in his  left.
13-16:  LF     sidewards
swinging    toward    the
girl.   Bring  RF  to  LF
and  tap  toe,  RF  side-
wards   swinging   away
from the girl. Bring LF
to RF and tap toe Of LF
to  floor.

(The  next  16  counts  are
done  to  the  man's  right
side.)

lug:   (Begirming    with
LF,  repeat  the  sixteen
counts    previously    ex-
eouted to the right side,
to   the  opposite  side.)
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9-12:  As   girl   executes
the  counterpart  of  the
man, in response to his
lead,    she   turns    one-
quarter of a turn to her
left  so   that  her  right
shoulder  is  toward  the
man.

18-16:  Bring  RF  side-
wards  swinging  in  to-
ward the man. Bring LF
to  RF  and  tap  toe  to
floor.   Bring   LF   side-
wards   swinging   away
from the man. Bring RF
to  LF  and  tap  toe  to
floor,

(The  next  16  counts  are
done to the girl's left side. )

lno:  The  girl  executes
the   exact   counterpart.
\Vhen  man  turns  one-
quarter of a turn to his
lef t,    girl    turns    one-
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Thrfug one.quarter to
face  partner,  step  sidcL
wards  with  LF.  Bring
RF  to  LF.  Step  side-
wards with LF, starting
to  turn  left.  Bring  RF
to  LF  and  tap  toe  to
floor,    completing    an-
other  one-quarter  of  a
ton to your left so you
are  in  a  position  with
your right shoulder  to-
ward  your  partner.  By
this   time   man   should
have     changed    hand
positions  so  that  he  is
grasping givl's lef t hand
in his right hand.

quarter Of a tug to her
right.

(One-quarter Of a ton
to  right   so   that  girl's
left  shoulder  is  toward
her  partner.)

9-12:  In  this  position,
step sidewards with RF
swinging    toward    the
girl. Bring LF up to RF
and   tap   toe   to   floor,
then     LF     sidewards
swinging away from the
girl.   Bring  RF   to  LF
and tap toe to floor.

Repeat this movement once more to the right for six-
teen  additional  counts,  making  certain  that  the hand
positions  are again changed so  that man grasps  girl's
right hand in his left hand.  After completing the six-
teen  counts, return to  closed-dance posifron  and con-
tinue with the chass6 swing.
IVofc7.. At any point in the above movement, hands may
be released completely so  that it is  being performed
in  challenge  position.
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Foro¢rd  Crosses   (Usually   done  in   quick  rhythm.

Step  No.
1:  Begin  with  feet  to-
gether,   cross   LF   over
the  RF.
2:  Placing   the   weicht
completely  on  the  LF
and   removing   weight
from the RF, slide back-
wards  a  few inches  on
the ball of the LF.
3:  Cross   RF   over  the
LF.
4:  Placing weight com-
pletely  on  RF  and  re-
moving    weight    from
LF,  slide  backwards  a

>''    few  inches   on  ball   of
RF.`     Repeat the abovemove-

;f        ment   as   often   as   de-
sired.   'I'his   movement
should  be  done  in  one
place  and  not  moving
from the one spot.

GIRL

Step  No.
I:  Girl crosses RF over
LF.

2:  Place   weight   com-
pletely  on  RF,  remove
weight  from  LF,   and
slide  backwards  a  few
inches on ball of RF.

3:  Cross LF over RF.

4:  placing weight com-
pletely  on  LF  and  re-
moving    weight    from
RF,  slide  backwards  a
few  inches  on  ban  of
LF.
Repeat the above move-
ment   as   often   as   de-
sired.   This   movement
is  done in one place.

Bocktt;clrd  Crosses  (Usually  done  in  quick  rhythm
See  chapter  eight.)

MAN GIRL

Step  No;                                     Step  No.
I:  Begin  with  feet  tor,.      1:  Cross     RF    behind
gether.   Cross   LF   be-         LF.
hind  RF.
2:  Remove weight from         2:  Remove weight from
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RF  and  chug  forward
by  sliding  forward  on
ball   of   LF,   finishing
with weight on let t heel.

3:  Cross    RF    behind
LF.
4:  Remove weight from
LF  and  chug  forward
by  sliding  forward  on
ball   of   RF,   finishing
with   weight   on  right
heel.

LF  and  chug  forward
by  sliding  forward  on
ball   o£   RF,   finishing
with   weight   on  right
heel,
3:'  Cross    LF    behind
right.
4:  Remove weight from
RF  and  chug  forward
by  sliding  forward  on
ball   of   LF,   finishing
with   weight   on   left
heel,

The backward crosses  should be done in place the
same as the forward crosses. The step may be done in
challenge  position,   completely  apart,   or   in   closed-
dance position with the  bodies  slightly  further  apart
than  usual  to  permit  the  partners  to  perform  the
crosses, without interfering with one another.

Broken  Foru)and  Crosses
The girl's part here is the same as the man's. How-

ever, she begins with the opposite foot with which the
man  begins.

In  this  pattern  the rhythm  of  the  normal  forward
crosses is broken by adding a small rocking movement.

Couut
1  and-Man  crosses  LF  over RF  and  slides  back  on
ball  of  LF.
2  and-He  then  crosses  RF  over LF  and  slides  back
on  ball  of  RF.
3  and-Cross LF over RF and slide backwards on ball
of  LF.
4  and-Cross   RF   over   LF   (no   shade).   Rock   back
slightly  on  LF.
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Continue by crossing first with  RF,  slide back;  cross
with LF,  shade back;  cross  with  RF,  slide  back;  cross
with  LF,  rock  back  shightly  on  RF.  Count  is  I-and
2-and 3-and 4-and.
Continue as often as desired.

:: Broker.  Bachoard Crosses
The  girl's  part  is  elininated  here  as  she  does  the

exact  counterpart  beginning  with  the  opposite  foot
with which the man begins.

In this pattern the rhythm of the normal backward
crosses is broken by adding a small rocking movement.

Count
i-and:  Man  crosses  LF  behind  RF  and,  removing
weight from RF, slides forward on ball of LF down to
left heel.
2-and:  Cross  RF  behind  LF  and,  removing  weight
from LF,  slide forward  on ball  of RF  down  to right
heel.
3-and:  Cross  LF  behind  RF,  and  removing  weight
from RF, slide forward on ball of LF down to the heel.
4-and:  Cross RF behind LF and rock forward slightly
on LF. Continue by cro-ssing back with LF and slide
forward;  cross back with RF and slide forward;  cross
back with LF and rock forward slightly on RF. Repeat
from count 1 as often as desired.
The B"mngr Hop  (Done in quick rhythm.  See chapter
eight.)

MAN GIRL

a ouat                                   c ouut
i-and:  Truck on RF.             I-and: Tmck on RF.
2-and:  Tmck  on  RF.             2-and:  Truck on  LF.
3-and:  Truck on LF.              3-and:  Truck on  RF.
4-and:  Hop     forward        4-and:  Hop     forward
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twice  with  weight  on        twice  with  weight  on
both  feet.                                 both  feet,

sTANDAro  vARIATIONs

Applkeatior. I  Of  Bwrmy  Hop'This step may be done in many ways. Cine way is to
begin  with  closed  position  executing   the   trucking
movement of charanga.  Man releases his partner and
executes the bunny hop moving in a circle to his left,
until  he  again  faces  his  partner.  Then  he  resumes
tnicking. The girl executes the bunny hop by moving
in a small circle to her right, untl she again faces her
partner and then she resumes tmcking.

Appheatton  11  Of  Bunny  Hop
To  assume  a .position  known  as  the  outside  right

position the man moves from c`losed position to a posi-
tion alongside the girl with his right side close to her
right  side.  Hand  positions  remain  approxinately  the
same as in closed position with a slight adjustment of
the man's right hand from girl's back to the left side
Of her body.

The partners  truck into  this  position,  then  execute
the bunny hop, both partners moving forward as  one
unit in a circle to the right. After a few bunny hops,
tmck back into closed position.

Appbieattor. Ill  of  Bunny  Hop
Assume promenade position with both partners fat+

ing the same direction, girl on man's right side, man's
right am around her waist, and his left hand clasping
her right hand.

Truck into  this  position from  closed  position,  then
execute burmy hop, both partners moving forward in
promenade position. Truck back to closed position.
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*rf     Iuterhade:  on  the  Future  Of  Pachanga

Many dances roar into public favor only to have the
roar gradually but quickly decrease to a bleat. Inside
Of six months or a year, the dances are dead.

Pachanga started slowly, was rejected at times in its
evelopment, and is now being discussed and danced

by both amateurs and professionals. The general con-
sensus is that it will stay. If not as a new dance in it-
elf  then  as  a new  styling  to  be  applied  to  mambo,
ha cha cha and jazz.
The difficulty with new dances is that they must be

anced to special music. To make such a dance a suc+
cess,  composers  must  create  many  new  songs  built
around  this  new,  special  rhythm.  Then  dance  bands
must play the music, and therein lies the banana peel
`upon which most new dances bite the dust. Most bands
don't  like  to  experiment.  Their  popularity  with  the
public  has  been  developed  and  established  by  the
style of music they have been playing for years. They
do  not wish  to  jeopardize  their  position  with  a  new
rhythm that might meet with disapproval from daLncers
on the floor. Moreover, they often don't have the time
to develop the instrumentation required to produce the
new rhythm or sound.

In the case of pachanga, the dance is not limited to
any particular rhythm  and may be  done  to  other  al-
ready established rhythms. Mambos  and cha cha chas
are played everywhere and pachanga may be executed
to either of these rhythms.

h fact, the best dancers are already doing just that.
Without waiting for a true pachanga to be played, they
apply pachanga steps  as  an  added  styling  in mambo
and cha cha  cha.  In this  manner,  at  least  the  excite-
ment and enjoyment Of pachanga are  sure to  endure.
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-TED XI
The Adu.It Reaetiom

To Pachanga
6c|T's TOO DmHcunT|" "TIE Muslc Is TOO FASTr qt's

too  strenuous." `1t's  for  the  younger  folks."
These are some of the adult comments on pachanga,

but, oddly enough, they emanate from people out on
the  dance floor working  away like  beavers,  leaning
the dance and trying to inprove their technique.  On
Wednesday nights, the Palladiinln Ballroom is filled to
capacity. By teem-agers? Not on your lfel  By adultsl
They are all doing pachanga-and they love itl Adult
dance schools that specialize in Latin dancing are full
of pachanga enthusiasts.

Many  adults  who  take  dancing  lessons  have  been
waiting for a change. They've wanted a new dance for
a long time and pachanga fills the bill. Dance teachers
and teacher organizations reooghizing this  need ha,ve
attempted to push various  dances with little  success.
Calypso,  plena,  ).oropo,  ba-ba-re,  and  bambuco  are
some of the dances that have bit the dust in the past
few years, but pachanga has hit the jac]apot.

This reaction is not hiited to the Confines  Of New
York  City  or  to  the  United  States.  Teachers  are  ar-
riving here  every week from foreign  countries  to  get
more information on the dance so they can take it back
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home to teach their adult students. Englishmen,  Ger-
mans,  Italians,  Australians,  Canadians  and  Japanese
have made the trip to New York to  study pachanga.
Dance notes have been sent overseas by various Amer-
ican teachers on request from foreign dance teachers
in foreign countries.

On March 26, 1961, the German Sunday newspaper
Weir ¢m Somut¢g reported from Berlin, "Some of the
best  professional  dancing  couples  from  ten  nations
competed for the `Cup of the Natious' in the Deutsch-
landhalle, Berhin, last week end. During the prograng
a first  performance  of  a  special  kind  was  held.  The
dancing  school.,  Keller,  showed  the  new  dance  pa-
schanga for  the first  time in Germany.  The  Origin  Of
paschanga is  Havana.  This  dance keeps  to  the tradi-
tional Cuban style. The spirited elegant turnings  and
numerous figures are performed in two-four time. Spgr
cial characteristics:  no  confirmed rhythml"

In  Italy,  in  November,  1960,  a  convention  of  all-
Italian dance teachers was held in Milano, where they
introduced the new dance, pachanga.

Remeniber, too, Jose Fajardo's recent engagement in
Japan. In Tokyo there was such a response among the
adult  population  that  Fajardo   composed  a  special
pachanga ]'ust for the Japanese.

One  reason  the  average  adult  finds  pachanga  too
strenuous is because he has not seen it in a less stren-
uous, more modified form. He attempts to do what he
sees  the  exhibition  dancers  doing  at  the  night  clubs
and baurcoms. This is not unlike all the other rhythm
dances in the world. It may be done in an extreme and
wild marmer, which is  of course, bad ballroom danc-
ing,  or it may be  toned  down  to  an  easfly-executed,
attractive, thoroughly enjoyable dance.

This  wild  dancing  has  resulted  in  the  banning  Of
pachanga in  the  Stork  Club  and  in  Roseland  Dance
City in New York. However, Lou Brecker, Roseland's
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owner has  said that when  the  dance  tones  down, he
will be happy  to  permit  it  in  the  ballroom.

Mr. Brecker's statement seems to  echo  the thoughts
of all the adults of the world. "When the dance tones
down,  then  we  will  accept  it."  Meanwhile  adults  are
doing  it  everywhere,  and  the  demand  for  pachanga
lessons is growing every day.

-TED in
paeg=nFg:sn|Iang£:=:nco

WlmEVER  You  HAVE  SmoNG  INImESTS  IN  SpoRTS,
'music and dancing, you have very few teem-age prob-
lens.  In  Italy,  Israel  and  Cuba,  in  addition  to  tight
parental, educational and governmental control, music
and dancing play a large part in the lfe of the average
teem-ager. These activities provide exceuent outlets for
the energetic youngster.

In  the  United States  teen-age  dance  programs,  in-
duding the popular television shows and various dance
contests  spousored  throughout  America  by  leading
teachers  in  the  field,  do  much  to  provide  a  release
valve for irmer pressures  caused by pent-up  energies.
The teem-ager competing for honors in a dance contest
busies himself, with leaning new techniques, develop-
ing new steps and competing with his fellow teem-ager
in the midst of a healthy environlnent. He takes dance
lessons  in  schools  where  he  is  taught  deportment,
gentlemanliness  and  the  proper  respect  for  the  op-
posite  sex.  He  frequents  dances  instead  of  bars  and
street  comers.  Contrary  to  some  opinion,  the  dance
enthusiast is  too busy with his  enjoyable hobby to be
involved in less socially aapeptable  activity.  Margaret
MCKeon, a supervisor at Arthur Murray's in New York,
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mentioned that those who are in close contact with the
teem-agers in New York City told her the main factors
in  cutting  down  the  gang  warfare  activity  in  certain
areas  are  the  dance  classes  and  dances  held  at  the
settlement   houses    (recreational   centers),   and   the
dances held under the  auspices  of the Police Athletic
League.  One  of  the  social  workers  of  a  New  York
philanthropic   organization   remarked   that   the   only
satisfactory  method  they  had  found  of  successfully
breaking  down  resentments  caused  by  the  language
barriers   was   through   the   medium   of   music   and
dancing.

Oddly enough, fox trot, waltz and tango, represent-
ing the 'smooth  dances,  sometimes  don't  do  the  trick,
while  rhythmic  dances  with  much  body  expression
such as swing, cha cha cha, mambo and pachanga help
to btim up energy. Teen-agers feel a need for express-
ing themselves freely. These dances afford them an op-
portunity to dance apart from their partners, to break
with  traditions,  release  tensions  and  estabhish  them-
selves  as  non-conformists.   New  dances  such  as  the
pachanga keep up the interest in dancing. The differ-
ences  between  American  and  Latin-American  teem-
agers  are  forgotten  in  the  midst  of  exchanging  steps
and competing with one another on the dance floor.

Machito,  the  famous  Cuban musician  and  the idol
of  the  many  dance  enthusiasts,  says  that  most  teem-
agers, years ago,  couldn't afford night clubs and were
never too interested in drinking, so whatever problems
they had,  they  danced  away.  He  feels  that  the  teem-
ager is returning to dancing as a valid and acceptable
emotional release.

The  FLale  Of  the  Pan;hanga
The  exciting  rhythms  Of  the  pachanga  bring  new

converts  to  the  fold  every  day.  It  is  difficult  to  dis-
cover the reason why this new dance is doing more to
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interest the teen-ager than anything since the advent
of rock and roll. Perhaps it is the fact that it embodies
many  of  the  movements  of  dances  which  have  not
been done for years. Perhaps it is because it provides
a new and wide-open field for them. introducing them
to the fascinating and seemingly endless rhythlns and
syncopations  o£ Latin music and  dancing.  Here  they
have  a  greater  opportunfty  for  self-expression  and
freedom of movement.

While interviewing Francesco Machito, the conver-
sation tuned to a discussion of the younger generation
and  their attitudes  toward  his  music.  Machito  made
some particularly astute remarks. "The average Amer-
ican teem-ager," he said, "is more afraid of ostentatious
conduct and of looking siuy than any other teem-ager
in the world. This is why they took so long to take to
cha cha cha and mambo. But now that they have ac+
cepted these, a new, exciting dance such as pachanga
will bring teem-agers  closer to  Latin music than  ever
before. This will solve a lot of problems, especiany be-
tween  certain  teen-age  groups  in  New  York.  It  will
carry  a  message  to  the  children,   showing   them  a
method of ridding themselves of their emotional prob-
lems.  Once  they  fall  for  Latin  music,  it  win  create
a  greater  desire  for  dancing.  Latin  music  has  more
rhythm to offer the teem-ager,  and rhythm dancing is
the  essence  of  thctr  feeling.  Rhythms  in  American
dance  bands  are  comparatively  simple  and  monoto-
nous. With few exceptions, there is but one repetitious
rhythm  and beat,  that  of  the  bass  and  snare  drums.
Latin  rhythms  are  particularly  syncopated  and  com-
plex.  There  are  a  number  of  different  percussion  in-
struments all playing different rhythmic configurations.

:n:::to|uelad=i?unmduecrEt=odr:,.apfp=#Theetae|:::.:,g#
of the younger generation, Latin music and danL`ing i3
made. The rise and fall of many great American artl8t.
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has  been  dependent  upon  the  O.K.  Of  the  younger
generation.  Bermy  Gcodman,  Tommy  Dorsey,  Duke
Ellington and others too numerous to mention owe the
tremendous popularity of their music and their bands
to  the  younger  people.  The  success  of  musical  and
dancing trends in the United States  are dependent to
a large degree upon the teem-agers, and the acceptance
Of  pachanga   among   them  will\ help   to   assure  the
further success of Latin music and dancing."

I  presented  pachanga  to  a  group  of  teen-agers  in
Winter Park, Florida, in March of 1961. They loved it.
When I left, the interest was high and they were look-
ing forward to  executing the  steps  on the dance floor
at their next dance.

I  used  a method  of  approach  that had  inmediate
appeal  to  them.   I  taught  them  patterns   to  swing
music-music  they  were  accustomed  to  hearing  and
already liked. After they leaned to apply the steps to
their favorite music, I then switched to a Latin rhythm
and they fell right in line. Having already ]eamed the
dance and developed an appreciation and a liking for
it, it was simple to make the transition. The class was
a great success, and so was pachanga.  One wonderful
thing about pachanga is that it is so completely elastic.
It can be applied successfully to a variety of rhythms,
one of the most interesting of which is  swing.  This is
the gimmick that brings it home to the teen-ager, and
for me it is the most satisfactory method of approach.

Another  method  of  presentation  which  I've  found
quite  successful  is  to  select  one  of  my  best  couples,
train them  secretly,  and then have  them  appear  at a
dance and give an exhibition of the pachanga.  If the
couple is  any  good  at  all,  my  only  real problem will
be how to control the mob as they rush to sign up for
pachanga lessons.
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Some Interviews
a.md Some Indications

AN INrmvmw wrm ARTHUR MURRA¥, INc.

Hezd af.. the New York Studio, located at 11 East 43rd
Street,  New York,  N.  Y.

Present..  Mr.  Ira  Murray,  brother  Of  Arthur  Murray
and Educational Director of Arthur Murray, Inc.

Dofe.. June 16, 1961.
Q.  Mr.   Murray,   are   your   dance   studios   presently

teaching the new  dance,  pachangap
A.  Yes. I have just completed a list of written step der

scriptions  along  with  an  eight-millimeter  film  in
which I exhibit the dance and break down the steps
set forth in the  written  description.  Both  the  film
and the  step  descriptions  have been  disseminated
to  franchised  Arthur  Murray  Dance  Studios  lo-
cated in some four hundred fifty cities  throughout
the world. These studios  are presently  offering in-
struction in pachanga.

Q.  Do  you  make  any  distinction  between  the  terms
charanga and pachangap

A.  In  the  beginning,  in  my  educational  releases  to
Arthur  Murray  Studios,  I  used  both  terms.  How-
ever, the Arthur Murray Studios  are swinging over
to the constant use of the word pachanga in all of
their newspaper-dance  advertising  and in the  ed-
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ucational material sent to studios. Being thoroughly
familiar with  all  developments  in  the  dance field,
we  are  cognizant Of  the fact  that  both  terms  are
used, but, until the use Of one, or the other, or both,
becomes standardized procedure, we are adhering
to the use Of the word pachanga with reference to
the dance.

Q.  By what you have just said,  I  ga,ther that you do
not teach pachangq and charanga as two separate
dancesp

A.  That is true. We do not. We employ just the word
pachanga.

Q.  What is the reaction of your_adult students to the
dance?

A.  I gave it an exhibition with an Arthur Murray in-
structress, Lee Margarit,  at a dance convention in
the Biltmore Hotel in New York City a few weeks
ago,  and  the  reactions  were  excellent.  Comments
were made at that time that a need  existed  these
days for  a  gay,  fun  dance  as  a  good release,  and
this was it. This was the first reaction. The second
reaction was, "It's not for for mel lt looks too stren-
uous." The third reaction was, "Where can I learn
it?"  I  answered,  "I  thought  you  said  it  was  too
strenuous? ?"  The reply was,  "Well,  it's  the  thing
to do today, and we have to go along."

Q.  Have you had  occasion  to notice  the teem-age re-
action to  pachanga?

A.  I  have  noticed  on  television,  while  watching  the
teem-age dance programs, that they are doing some
of the steps to rock and roll. It is interesting to note
the  sinilarity  between  some  of  the  steps  in  pa-
changa and the teem-age dance entitled "the pony."

Q.  Do you feel that the  dances mambo  and  cha  cha
cha are losing ground?

A.  We still teach a great deal of cha cha cha, but not
too  much  mambo.   I   think  cha  cha  cha  is  too
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strongly entrenched to lose ground to a dance like
pachanga. As a matter of fact, much of pachanga
is nothing more than a collection of steps that the
average  Cuban  dancer  might  perform  to  a  fast
cha cha cha.

Q.  Is it boosting your salesp
A.  It  is  boosting  our  sales.  At  this  moment  we  have

certain dance teachers teaching pachanga who are
specialists  at the  dance,  and  they  are  kept  bury
all the time.

Q.  What is the reaction from studios in other localities
and statesp

A.  I just returned from a tour of the franchised A]thur
Murray  southern  studios,  and,  although  they had
heard of it, they did not know what it was or what
it  was  about.  They  had  had  numerous  requests
from pupils, but there was no one to teach it. While
I was  there,  I  taught  the  staff the pachanga,  and
they just went overboard with enthusiasm. It seems
that once they get started with it,  the enthusiasm
grows at a tremendous rate.

Q.  Do you think Cuban dancing and dance music will
be affected by the appearance of this dancep

A.  It is already having its effect. I know that all Of the
Spanish-speaking people of New York are playing
nothing but pachanga. I live in uptown Manhattan,
close  to  the  Spanish-speaking  neighborhoods.  As
you walk along the streets, you can hear 'the strains
of the pachanga from every window you pass.

Q.  Is the music of pachanga being played today as it
was whtten in its original formp

A.  I don't think so. When pachanga was first brought
to this country, it started out as a rather fast nun-
ber.  The  numbers  I  hear played  today  are  some
what slower,  of the son-montuno  type.

Q.  What  are  the  predominantly  strong  beats  in  pa-
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changa music, and how should these beats be inter-
preted by the dancerp

A.  The  music  has  a  strong  downbeat  feeling.  The
dancing should be  executed so that the dancer is
stressing  the  dounbeat.

Q.  Do you like the dance yourselfp
A.  Oh,  I  love  itl  I  do  it  every  chance  I  get.  In  St.

Petersburg, Florida, I was dancing in` a room that
featured a calypso .band  and I  did the  pachanga,
which  went  very  weu  to  the  music.  Afterwards,
the  bandleader  approached  me,  shook  my  hand,
congratulated  me  and  said,  "I'hat  was  wonderful
dancing you were doing, but what was itr When
I told him he became so enthusiastic that right then
and  there  he made  up  a  calypso  song  about  the
pachanga  and  Ira  Murray who  had  danced it  in
St. Petersburg.

Q.  Are there any other comments you would like to
makep

A.  Yes. I would Ike to say that I am in a strong posi-
tion  to  influence  any  dance  that  appears  on  the
scene,  by  virtue  of  my  position  as  Educational
Director  of  Arthur   Murray,   Inc.   I   disseminate
dance materials  and  education  to  some four hun-
dred fifty cities throuchout the world where fran-
chised  Arthur  Murray  studios  are  located.  If  the
Arthur Murray Dance  Studios  decide  to  swing in
any direction with reference to a dance,  they win
set the pace for everyone, as they have done before.

®*®

AN INrmvEw wrlH rm FRED ASTArm ChaGANEAmoN

Hezd of.. The Fred Astaire Dance Studios in the Bel-
mont Plaza  Hotel  in  New York,  New York.

PreSe"f;  Mr.  John  Monte,  National  Dance  Director
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for the` Fred Astalre organization, and Miss Dag-
mar  ]arvel,  Dance  Director  for  the  New  York
Astaire Dance Studios.

D¢fe..  June  16,  1961.

Q.  Are  the  Fred  Astaire  Dance   Studios   presently
teaching the dance,  pachangap

A.  ( Mr. Monte) We have been teaching it in the New
York Studios, but it is not considered a part of the
regular  curiculum.  Although  there  were  a  great
number, of  requests  in  the  beginning,  enthusiasm
has died down. However, if the demand increases
in the future, and there seems to be a strong possi-
bflity that it will, we will give it whatever added
attention and distinction that may be warranted by
that  demand.  Our  teachers  go  to  the  Palladium
Ballroom,  where  pachanga  is  danced  with  wild
abandon,  and return to the studio with extremely
difficult, solo-type steps which do not help to create
interest on the part of the pupfl. They observe these
steps  and  turn  away  with  the  thought  that  this
dance is for the professional and not for them.

£#£;:!=d:I)pe%#g8Oth#g=e¥Lfa::yh¥
down in the eady development of that dance. They
go along with the excitement it creates within them
and don't concern themselves with beauty or with
style.  All new  dances  should  eventually  be made
controlled and beautiful. It is the influence and ef-
forts of the dance educators which eventuauy create
attractive and modified stylings, and this will hold
true with reference to the dance, pachanga.

Q.  Do  you  make  any  distinction  between  the  terms
.  pachanga  and  charanga?

A.  (Mr. Monte)  In the begirming, we tried to make a
definite  difference.   However,  many  of  the  local
teachers  are  not  going  along  with  this  idea.  We
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k:now, Of course, that the term charanga appHes to
a  particular  type  of  Cuban  orchestra  and  to  the
music  it  creates,  but  we  feel  that  the  steps  will
eventually be divided into two  dances.

Q.  Does the Fred Astaire organization teach it as two
separate dances?

A.  (Mr. Monte)  Nol Since there has been much con-
fusion with reference to the use of the two names,
we  taught it  at  this  studio  under  one  name,  pa-

nt:e8s:.wEeveffiToyri:negve#fanethseh°tri:da=P:yb°exT
planatious  sent out to  all the  studios,  I  explained
the present situation with reference to use Of  the
mane,  and  left  it  up  to  the  individual  studio  to
decide what course to take until we standardized
the  usage,  or  received  enough  requests  for  the
dance  to warrant  standardizing  the  terms  or  the

Q. Swhp:i is  the reaction  Of your  adult pupils  to  the
dance, pachangap

A.  (Miss  Jarvel)   Those  who  have  taken  lessons  in
pachanga  have  been  most  enthusiastic.  Our  ad-
vanced students usually like new dances, but most
Of them complained that this one was a rue too
strenuous.

Q.  What is the reaction to the dance by your teen-age
studentsp

A.S¥rri¥n°tniea)t[thhe;V:a:tdte::Ei°gurth?=:e8:tDif

Q.  Do you feel that with the advent of this new dance,
mambo and cha cha cha will lose ground?

A.  (Miss  larvel)   Mambo  has  already  lost  a  great
deal of ground to the cha cha cha, but the latter is

|e##+8njtt:)P&Pthulo=£.everyoneofourstudentsis
#ufttFmr:¥b£:Siraero¥gur=9da¥ob±eerie¥iEe¥ots¥a%:
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much opportunity to dance it outside of New York
as  the bands do not play much mambo music.

Q.  Is pachanga boosting your sales?
A.  (Both)  No.
Q.:][Ea:tgteT?ereactionfromstudiosinotherlodities

A.  (Mr. Monte)  They are teaching pachanga in other
states,  such  as  Florida  and  Texas,  where  the  re-
action is good and the interest qulte high. However,
in  other  states,  in  Michigan,  for  example,  they
haven't even heard of the dance.

Q.Peofioeuct¥5ychbea:pdpaen::ngc:nodfdthiapsc:emwusjcan¥p
A.  (Mr.  Monte)   Since  the  exploitation  of  pachanga

and  the  charanga  sound,  more  and  more  bands
are using  charanga instrumentation.  Over the last
month, I have received, free of charge, from record
companies, about six or seven long-playing albums
and a lot Of the smaller 45s,  all featuring charanga
bands. Oddly enough, a nulnber Of these bands are
American, not Latin.

Q.  What  are  the  predominantly  strong  beats  in  this
dance, and how should they be interpreted by the
dancerp

A.  (Mr. Monte)  The teachers seem to be going along
with the downbeat f eel, and that is what they are
stressing.

Q.  Do you like pachanga?
A.  ( Mr. Monte) Yes, very much. It's exciting and a lot

of  fun.
(Miss Tarvel)  Let me put it  this  way:  I  enjoy  an
dancing,  even the pachanga.  However,  although I
do  it,  I  cannot  appreciate  it  as  a  dance  yet.
(Mr.   Monte)   I  love  the  music,  but,   on  second
thought, I guess I'm a tittle leery about the dance
myself.
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Q.  Do either of you have any other colnments  about
pachanga that you would like to offer?

A.  (Mr.  Monte)  Yes.  I would like to  say that I hope
pachanga is  a  success,  because  there  is  a  present
need for a new and interesting dance to  stimulate
the  pubhic  to  do  more  dancing  and,  incidentally,
into  taking more lessons.  Creating a high interest
in New York City is not enough. I hope the entire
country goes for it. The quicker the dance is stand-
ardized,  the sooner it will be nationally  accepted.
(Miss  Jarvel)  I  agree.  It  seems  to  me  that  these
are  all  familiar  movements  and  there  is  nothing
really new here.  Just  a new interpretation  of  old
forms,

**

AN INrmvrmw wl'IH TIE EDrroRs oF
Balhoom Domce MAGAzmm

Hezd ¢f..  The New York offices Of Dance M¢gaz;froe and
B allroom D aince rna,gaLzfro.

Presemf..   Mr.   Donald   Duncan,   Editor   Of   BczZ!room
Dan'ice magazine and Miss  Helen Wicks Reid,  As-
sociate Editor of Ba}ZJroom Dcmce magazine.

Dd}fe..  June 16,  1961.
Q.  Do you think the present interest in pachanga will

last?
A.  ( Miss Reid)  It seems to me to have the same pos-

sibilities  as  cha  cha  cha.
(Mr. Duncan)  It has a better chance than calypso
or plena  in  the  United  States.  Calypso  depended
too much on stunts depending on songs. This' dance
has something more staple in the way of music to
support it. It is more of an interesting rhythm than
the  novelty  idea  behind  the  calypso.
(Miss Reid)  I don't think pachanga has come any-
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where near its peck yet, and it is still on the way
uP.

Q.  Have  you  noted  the  reaction  to  the  new  dance
among the adultsp

A.  (Miss  Reid)  Teachers  tell  us  they  are  quite  sue-
cessful with adults and that their reaction is  good.
The  latest  reports   from   Massachusetts   and   the
Jersey shore are that, in its sophisticated and sub-
dued form, the dance is quite successful.
( Mr. Duncan ) It has an excellent chance of spread-
ing, because its timing is excellent.  It is becoming
popular  just  as  the  teachers  are  beginning  their
summer  season at the  summer resorts,  and  just  at
the time the major dance organizations are holding
their national conventions. This will help it spread.
As a matter of fact, the Dance Masters of America
are taking it to Hawaii, where they are holding their
convention this year.

Q.  What about teem-age reactions? Have you had the
opportunity  to  observe  them?

A.  (Miss  Reid)  Well,  in  the  summer  time  the  teen-
age  classes  are  over  for  the  season  and  I  won't
have the  opportunity  to  observe  them  again until
the fall. I'd rather not comment until then. At that
tine we'1l get a truer reaction.
(Mr.   Duncan)   With  respect  to   adult  reaction,
Eddie  Sins  and  Phyllis  Rodriguez,  who  teach  at
The Essex and Sussex in Spring Lake, New Jersey,
say  that  they  must  have  a  routine  available  for

air:Saniacti;°%.rEeo::ufe:yw#sea]]thr:qaude::t±tw[#d=
exhibition, as they like to see it done.

Q.  Has   the  pachanga  craze  increased  the   sales   of
your magazine?

A.L¥:I.yDnuontipcaena,b]¥etitT:e{:goenasteohtaseb]ease:speavre:Cj

issues Of the magazine. The July issue alone, which
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contains several articles on pachanga, indicates an
immediate increase in sales in the short time it has
been  out.

Q.  Have you hitened to much of the music?  What is
your reactionpA.£¥:sos&e£,cti¥ve:,fr::Iog:eer±:u[:£o:h#=E:
new. You can always interpret the music with some
kind Of Cuban dancing, and I like that idea, too.

Q.  What  do  you  feel  are  the  predominantly  strong
beats in this music, and how should these beats be
interpreted by the dancer?

A.  (Miss Reid)  I  do not get a mambo feel from the
music at all. The music conveys a strong downbeat
feeling to my way Of thinking.

Q.  Do  you feel  that there  ae  two  separat:  dances,
pachanga and charanga, rather than just one?

A.  (Miss Reid) They are certainly doing a number Of
basic movements, but since it is still not standard-
ized and still confused, I choose not to answer that
question.

Q.  Do you have any other colnments on the music?
A.  ( Mr. Duncan)  I think the t)pe of music played in

conjunction with pachanga is a good influence. The
flutes  and violins  of the  charanga bands  create  a
pleasant  change  from  the  heavy,  percussive  beat
and blaring brass  instrumentation  Of  the  mambo.
It is more sophisticated Cuban music,  and people
are ready for this kind of hitening.  It is  good for
the dancer, who must now listen to something more
than just the heavy dnm beat Of the mambo. There
is  a parallel trend in American jazz.  With the in-
troduction  Of  progressive  jazz,  this  music  has  be-
come  more  sophisticated,  and  this  sophistication
drives  the teen-ager  away from  the rock  and  ron
and toward, what is to them, a new jazz sound. The
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same thing is happening in the Latin field with the
introduction of the charanga  sound.

Q. Are there any other comments you would like  to
makepA'#r::.?in#m:=`;::g!¥:ar¥¥:,?¥:E|E:
them back to the tines when they were young.

*®®

AN INI"vHw wl'III A LOcAL nmERENDENT DANCE
SCHcOL

Hezd  of..  Bymes  and  Swanson,  Inc.,  Dance  Studios,
located in  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.

Prese7*..  Don Byrnes and Alice Swanson.

?.¢fz:J?oeuL8t'::=g  the  dance,  pachangay  in your
studiop

A.  Yes.  We have been  teaching  it  for  the  past  five
or six months with  great success.  Our  classes  are
full. Of course, with the advent Of any new dance,
our classes are always full.  Most Of the people in
these classes are the better dancers.

Q.  In your teaching, do you make a differentiation be-
tween charanga and pachanga as different dancesp

A. Yes, we do. However, we handle them both in the
same course, mainly because the steps  in the two
dances  overlap.  We  teach  pachanga  mostly  in
closed-dance  position  and  charanga  in  challenge
position  ( open position without hand  contact).

Q.  Is it increasing your gross salesp
A.  Yes, it is.
Q.  What is  the reaction Of  your  teen-agers  to  these

new  dances?
A.  Well, we don't handle very many teem-agers,  but

from reports we have received from various teen-
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age  specialists,  we  have  heard  that  they  like  it.`
They were  getting  tired  of  the monotony  of  rack
and  roll.  In  f act,  the  very  idea  that  this  is  nott
himited to one basic step is in its favor.

Q.  Do you think it will affect Cuban music and dano.

A.|i8alinrineaT;¥a¥t±de8tteafe£:ththemusicanddancing.
It has eliminated the brassy jazz sound which was
so prominent in mambo music. We are also getting

Q.ir9=a:eEa:snotrura::sindotey::°inthesenewdances
camep

A.  I don't feel that anyone invents  any new dance. I
feel  that  dances  are  developed  by  people  who
dance.  The  teachers  then  take  over  the  material
from these dancers and modify it and present it in
its modified form to their students. Year after year,
dance  organizations  have  tried  to  make  up  new
dances,  but  these  concocted  dances  never  made

::e;!drgi:es:rfrc#apaL##iyethi:::eg=Tges:tt!;#r;
Spanish-American, Cuban, American, or what have
you, have much of their derivation from the sanerigiF=h,a:dieap!e=cod:o:#:rao:i.dncdhg.Es;::iss#!c!

dance forms of the Negro from the southern states

:ffoc:s##s#g::¥::p:w=as;safrp;m±E:ramos;on#ir;ees:i

9..;:ey:o:u#y#5:a.g:fie:Tg#i.e::,an=c::=a:
panafswasmtheeveE:yalFecE=mE:=dtFeac::e:::fac:la:
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fun dance.  For example,  present-day adult Lindy
developed  from  the  original  wild  ).itterbug.  Two
things can hurt it; if people see the dancers doing
heavy-footed, strenuous patterns, and if the orches-
tras go on a jazz kick and ruin the music.

Q.  What  are  the  reactions  of  your  adults  to  these
dancesp
Some say the music of pachanga is too fast and that
it's too strenuous to dance to. They say they don't
want to  exert themselves.  In  the  late forties,  this
was the same reaction to the mambo. We feel that
once the  dances become housebroken,  weu have
some new hits.

Q.  What can you say about the confusion which now
exists about charanga and pachanga? Are they one
or two dancesp

A.  It will straichten itself out in tine. We mentioned
that fact in an article we wrote for Bazzroom Dc}nce
magazine on pachanga in November of 1960.  Our
first course, initiated in the same month the article
appeared,  histed  the  new  dances  as  `Palladium
Cha  Cha  and Pachanga." This  saved  a  lot  of  ex-
plaining to  our pupils  while  the  dances  were  de-
veloping.  Much Of the material now being taught
was  in  I avor  among  the more  inaginative  Latin-
American dancers years ago.
Do you feel that mambo and cha cha cha are losing
ground?

A.  We  feel  the  mambo  is  the  lfeline  of  au  of  our
Cuban  dancing  in  the  United  States  toddy,  and
will  remain  as  one  Of  the  Latin-American  stand-
ards. Cha cha cha is still going strong. To get the
true feel and kick from pachanga, it is necessary to
have  at least a basic background in  cha  cha  cha
and  mambo.  I  don't  think  you  can  divorce  this
dance from  the influence  of mambo  and  cha  cha
cha,  therefore, it cannot be  taught properly with-
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out  some  prior  exposure  to  both  Of  the  other
dances.

Q.  Do you feel pachanga music is changing from the
way it was played in its original form when it be-t
cane popular here in the United  States?

A.  Unfortunately, too many record companies are get-
ting on the pachanga bandstand and releasing re-
cordings labeled as pachangas which are really not
pachangas.  Some of the American releases  are los-
ing the character of the music and the companies
are  using  the  word  carelessly  just  to  sen  more
records.

Q.  Do  you like it yourselvesp
A.  We  are  tremendously  enthusiastic  about  the  now

dances.  We have already taught  them in  Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and have sent notes to German dance+
teacher  organizations.  We  taught  the  dances  to
foreign  dance  leaders  passing  through  New  York
from  Australia,  Japan  and  Endand.  We've  sent
notes all over the world.

Q.  How about a final comment?
A  It see]ns that the entire world has the music and

some idea  of  the  dance,  and  we  I eel  that,  if  en-
thusiasm  continues  at  the  present  rate,  pachanga
carmot  help  being  a  tremendous  success  intema-

:*#¥inTuW£¥8gsyT±nhfrveewa#r°k?grieearfgt°LE
the results and reactions from pupils who will study
it in the resorts this summer. 'I'he second is whether,
in  the  next  few  months,  it  will  spread  from  the
dance enthusiast, who dances nine nights a week,
to  the  average  layman.

PACH - A - NECDOTES

I.#uFinissMt:ti?cytg¥:¥eusdethF:eEaih:hfrg:.asaclever
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2.I:r¥:ee#;]ggeditasatricky-edyroutine
3.  The American Indians had it first.  (Ever watch an

Indian dancep )
4.  The International Shoe Makers' Union invented it

to provide more work for their members.
5.#al¥t:;:eanti:o£:totrog##E:nmojrgopc::resntsTdhogr

6.  It was first observed on East 72nd Street in New
York City, where the citizens never curb their dogs.

7.  John A. Lucchese invented it so he could whte this
book.

8.  The  dance  teachers  Of  the  world  invented  it  so
they oould make more money.

9.  The barnyard chickens  had it first.  (Scratch  .  .  .
scratch.)

10.  Roseland invented it as part Of an ingenious plot
to  get  rid  Of  the  Palladium.  (It's  hound  to  col-
lapse.)

11.  The beatniks invented it, just to be different.
12.  The  United  States  Army  invented  it  as  a  new

marching technique.
13.  The Eskinos invented it to keep wan.
14.  The parents invented it to tire out their sons and

daughters.
15.  The  scientists  of the world invented it  as  a  last-

ditch  attempt  to  curb  the  population  explosion.
(It can kin yal )

16.  The psychiatrists invented it to observe the world
under  abnormal  conditions.

17.  The chiropodists of the world must have had some+
thing to do with it.

18.  An excellent way to keep your foot from going to
sleep.

19.  An  excellent  way  to  wake  up  your  foot  if  it .is
asleep.
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20.  Salvadore  Dali's  first  attempt  at  choreography.
21.  Developed  by  a  noted  dancer  from   a  peculiar

movement observed among the standees on a long
waiting line for the powder room.
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Here is the story of the PACHANGA and
complete instructions for learning the new

dance sensation that has swept the u.S.,
England, Germany,  Italy-even Japan!

Let John Lucchese take you  in low for a
whirlwind tour of The world of Latin music and

dance. Visit some of New York's most
celebrated  ballrooms  wilh  him.  Chat with
executives from I.he Arthur Murray and
Fred ASTaire dance studios with him. Hear what
other leaders in the music and dance fields
have To say about PACHANGA!

Finally, lel Lucchese leach YOU  To do

PACHANGA and ioin in the fun!
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